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 Abstract 

Heat recovery ventilation (HRV) involves the recovery of heat from exhaust air exiting the home. HRV 

works to both save energy and provide indoor air quality and comfort [1]. Focus has also been placed on 

alternatives to vapour-compression devices traditionally used as heat pumps, due to the harmfulness of 

refrigerants contained in these systems [2]. Thermoelectric modules (TEMs) are solid-state devices that 

can be used for converting electrical energy into thermal energy, effectively creating a heat pump. A 

thermoelectric module-based heat pump heat exchanger was modelled to determine performance when 

integrated into a heat recovery ventilation system. The model was developed as a node-based numerical 

system allowing the performance at various locations in the system to be analyzed. The model 

was developed further to evaluate HRV performance with and without thermoelectric modules included. 

Characteristics of the model geometry and configuration were based on a prototype developed by Natural 

Resources Canada, which includes a TEM-based crossflow heat transfer core in series with 

a LifeBreath model RNC5-ES HRV.  The numerical model was implemented in Fortran90 and an open-

source compiler. A subsequent parametric evaluation of the heat sink selected by NRCan was completed 

and indicated that modifications to the current geometry would result in increased effectiveness and 

performance. Performance metrics were modified and evaluated for their suitability for producing 

meaningful results, including the development of the Heat Transfer Enhancement Factor (HTEF) metric. 

Based on the evaluation of different TEM models, the TEC127-14 thermoelectric module showed the 

greatest HTE for the hot-side heat transfer and is recommended for implementation. An analysis of flow 

configurations for integrating the TEM-HX into a conventional HRV indicated that a counterflow 

configuration with the exhaust inlet (from the house) directed through the TEM-based heat exchanger 

prior to entering the non-TEM heat exchanger core was the most effective configuration. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Space heating is a significant contributor to both domestic and commercial energy needs in 

Canada. In 2013, domestic space heating used 63% of the energy load in the average Canadian home, and 

55% of the average energy load in the commercial sector [3]. From 1990 to 2013, the proportion of space 

heating in the average home decreased from 67% to 63%. Space heating intensity, which reflects the 

amount of energy required to heat a square meter of residential space, has also decreased from 0.79 

GJ/m2 in 1990 to 0.49 GJ/m2 in 2013 due to improvements in energy efficiency over this time [3].  

The heating degree-day (HDD) index is a measure of how cold or warm a winter is compared to 

the average Canadian winter. In this case, the average Canadian winter is represented by a weighted 

average of Canadian weather data collected from 1951 to 1980 [3]. An HDD index below 1 represents a 

warmer-than-normal winter. 

The domestic space heating intensity and heating degree-day index trends from 1990 to 2013 can 

be found below in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1: Space heating energy intensity and heating degree day index from 1990 to 2013 [3] 

Energy efficiency has increased 45% in the residential space heating sector from 1990 to 2013 [3]. 

Despite increases in efficiency, total space heating energy use has increased by 0.3% from 1990 to 2013 

due to an increase in population and the subsequent number of homes, as well as an increase in home 

size over this period. A graphic depicting energy use trends during this period can be found below in Fig. 

2. 

 

Fig. 2: Energy use trends from 1990 to 2013 with and without energy efficiency improvements [3] 
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A significant amount of energy has been saved from 1990 to 2013 due to energy efficiency 

improvements caused by improvements in airtightness of buildings over that time. Greater airtightness 

of buildings requires for better ventilation, and also means that indoor temperature is better maintained 

than it was in the past. A solution towards ventilation that can also take advantage of greater indoor 

temperatures is heat recovery ventilation. 

1.2 Heat Recovery Ventilation 

Heat recovery ventilation (HRV) involves recovering heat from exhaust air exiting the home. HRV 

works to both save energy and provide indoor air quality and comfort [1]. A simple diagram showing the 

functionality of a heat recovery ventilation system can be seen below in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: Heat recovery ventilation operation diagram [4] 

Cool fresh air entering the home pulls heat from the warm exhaust air leaving the home, allowing 

for the “recovery” of heat that would otherwise be wasted when exhausted outdoors. The heat recovery 

unit facilitates heat transfer between the fresh and exhaust air using intake and exhaust channels. While 

this diagram represents a simple HRV operation, different HRV system configurations are typically 
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integrated based on building envelope and heating and cooling requirements. An example of an HRV 

system integrated within a residential space can be seen below in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4: Heat recovery ventilation system integrated within a standard home [5] 

The exhaust air heat pump (EAHP), was developed for domestic hot water systems and has since 

been implemented for use in heat recovery and total heating [6]. The major reason for this is that the 

EAHP recovers two to three times more energy than an air-to-air heat exchanger.  

In the EU, waste heat recovery has shown potential energy savings of 10% annually [7]. Given 

Canadian homes’ need for space heating much of the year, and more often than milder European climates, 

the potential for heat recovery savings in the Canadian case appears promising. 

Both the latent fraction and sensible fraction can contribute to heat recovery in a ventilation 

system [8]. Sensible heating relates to changes in temperature however with no phase change, while 

latent heating relates to changes in phase however with no temperature change. Climate and operating 

period are factors that affect both sensible and total heat recovery, and supply air humidity in the winter 

limits the heat exchange due to lowering of the exchange capacity [8].   

The coefficient of performance (COP) is commonly used to measure system performance for 

heating systems that rely on an electrical input for a thermal output. COP for heating is calculated as   
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 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 =
𝑄𝐻

𝑊
 (1) 

where QH is the amount of heat transferred to the hot side, and W is the electrical work put into the 

system [9]. The greatest coefficient of performance for heating which can be obtained is represented 

through the Carnot COP, which can be calculated by  

 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 =
𝑇𝐻

𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
 (2) 

where TH is the hot-side temperature and TC is the cold-side temperature. 

The government of Canada states that while codes and standards vary, Canadian homes generally 

require 5 to 10 L/s of outdoor air ventilation for every occupant in the house, or a complete air change in 

the house about once every 3 hours [10]. O’Brien et al. [11] performed an international review with 

regards to building standards and found the recommended ventilation rate in Canada to be 8.5 L/s per 

person. According to Statistics Canada [12], the average household size based on the 2016 Census is about 

2.4 persons per household. Given this value, the average Canadian home requires a minimum of 20.4 L/s 

of outdoor airflow, equal to an airflow rate of about 43.23 CFM. 

1.3 Thermoelectric Heat Pumps 

Exhaust air heat pumps offer the opportunity of reducing residential heat energy use [1]. 

Thermoelectric modules (TEMs) are solid-state devices used for converting heat to electricity and vice 

versa [13]. The typical module contains p-type and n-type semiconductors [14]. Connected in series 

electrically, a temperature difference across the cold and hot junctions of a TEM creates a voltage 

difference [14]. The generation of voltage caused by a temperature difference is referred to as the 

Seebeck coefficient and can be represented as  

 𝛼 =
∆𝑉

∆𝑇
 (3) 
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where ΔV is the Seebeck voltage and ΔT is the temperature difference across the hot and cold nodes of 

the module [14]. A schematic representing a thermoelectric junction with the Seebeck effect is shown in 

Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5: Schematic representing thermoelectric junction with Seebeck effect 

When a load is connected to the junctions of the TEM, a thermoelectric generator (TEG) is formed, 

which can be used to convert heat energy into electrical energy. When an external power source is 

connected to the junctions, such as a DC voltage, electrical energy can be converted into thermal energy, 

effectively creating a heat pump, as can be seen below in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6: Thermoelectric junction with a DC applied voltage 
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A flat plate TEM is created by combining the thermoelectric junctions shown in Figures 5 and 6, 

connecting the junctions thermally in parallel and electrically in series between a ceramic plate which 

provides electrical insulation [14]. A picture of a physical thermoelectric module can be found below in 

Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7: Picture of thermoelectric module with ceramic outer plates [15] 

Fig. 8 below outlines some of the terms associated with a thermoelectric module. 

 

Fig. 8: Schematic of terms associated with the thermoelectric module [16] 
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A thermoelectric leg (or element) refers to the length of an individual p-type or n-type 

semiconductor, while a thermoelectric couple refers to the p-type and n-type semiconductor pairings [16]. 

Bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) is the commonly used thermoelectric material for lower temperature 

application (500 K or below), while lead telluride and silicon germanium are common materials used for 

higher temperature ranges [17]. A bismuth telluride thermoelectric would therefore be suitable for HRV 

heat pump application. 

An HRV provides heat transfer between supply and exhaust streams through the use of traditional 

heat exchangers. Thermoelectric modules transfer heat given a temperature gradient across the sides of 

the TEM. Since a temperature difference will always exist when heat recovery ventilation is being used, 

placing a TEM between the stream heat exchangers can help further facilitate heat transfer, and is 

practical due to the size and solid-state nature of the TEM. It is believed that the proper combination of 

HRV and TEM-HRV systems would contribute to even greater performance and heat savings for residential 

building heat recovery applications. 
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Chapter 2 – Problem Definition 

2.1 Objective and Approach 

Focus has been placed on alternatives to vapour-compression devices traditionally used as heat 

pumps, due to the harmfulness of refrigerants contained in these systems. Preston [18] showed 

thermoelectric heat pumps as a possible viable alternative to VC heat pumps in solar-assisted heat pump 

systems. Cramp [19] performed a further evaluation of TEM based heat pumps applied to different solar-

assisted heat pump systems and found that the thermal performance of the VC system still outperforms 

the thermoelectric heat pump, in part due to a larger temperature gradient experienced across the 

thermoelectrics leading to a decreased efficiency. However, Cramp noted that as market adoption 

increases, the Figure of Merit values for TEMs will also increase, making TEMs a more competitive 

alternative to VC heat pumps. It was determined that TEMs would be worth exploring further for their 

applicability as heat pumps in heat recovery ventilation. A list of objectives for the current study is 

discussed below. 

The first objective of the current study was to research thermoelectric modules and develop a 

numerical approach for a TEM-based air-to-air heat exchanger system for which results can be easily 

obtained using programming software. The second objective was to perform a parametric evaluation of 

the system to gain an understanding of the performance’s sensitivity to parametric inputs. The third 

objective was to develop an index to rate system performance using parameters that could be easily 

measured experimentally and compared against data from the literature. The final objective is to compare 

how the choice of TEM model affects performance and outline the optimal configurations for which the 

TEM heat exchanger system should be implemented and used based on performance. 

To meet these objectives, the following approach was taken, broken up into steps. These steps 

are outlined in Figure 9.  
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● Model Research. Review thermoelectric module and heat recovery ventilation 

literature to develop a numerical approach for a TEM-based air-to-air heat 

exchanger system, including algorithms and heat transfer principles, to 

determine system performance. 

● Parametric Sensitivity Analysis. Identify and alter parameters of the 

thermoelectric based heat exchanger model to determine effects on system 

performance. Collection of results to determine critical parameters. 

● Comparative Performance Approximation. Develop a methodology for which 

system performance can be reasonably approximated using parameters that can 

be easily measured from an experimental rig, such as inlet and outlet 

temperatures, flowrates, and electrical input. Compare the model against 

experimentally validated HRV system data. 

● TEM Model and Configuration Comparison. Investigate performance of the 

system under different TEM models, system configurations and operating criteria 

to find the best operating criteria. Make recommendations for future work. 

2.2 Scope 

This study focused on the development and optimization of a model involving a heat recovery 

ventilation system using thermoelectric modules as a heat pump. To verify the model, predicted results 

were compared against experimental HRV data from the literature. The physical experiment and 

development of a testing rig were considered outside the scope of this study. Complex control schemes 

were noted as a significant method to further optimize system performance, however, these were also 

considered outside the scope of this study as only simple control schemes were adopted. Steps within the 

scope of this study are summarized in Fig. 9. 
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Begin Study

Learn EES and Fortran 
Simulation Packages 

Compare Different 
TEM Model 

Performance

Steps of Current Study

Model TEM Heat 
Exchanger in Fortran

Characterize TEMs Using 
Polynomial Derived 

Manufacturer Equat ions

Do Result s C ompare 
Favourabl y wi th Da ta Fou nd in  

Lit erat ure?

Refine Model

Perform Parametric 
Sensitivity Analysis 

on System  

Evaluate Optimal 
Configuration and 

Conditions

Conduct Literature 
Review

No

Yes

End Study

Develop Methodology  
to A pproximate System 

Performance

 

Fig. 9: Flow chart outlining steps of study 
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Chapter 3 - Literature Review 

3.1 Introduction 

Heating load is a major contributor towards a home’s total energy use. As such, there is an 

opportunity for heating load reduction given the use of newer technology for building heating. Among 

those technologies, from an academic and commercial standpoint, are HRV combined heat pump systems, 

and TEMs. Each of these technologies listed will be explored further to gain a greater understanding of 

their applicability and performance. 

3.2 Heat Recovery Ventilators 

Dodoo et al. [20] performed an investigation on HRV use in buildings. Using a test room, cases 

were evaluated using different heating systems as well as inclusion and exclusion of ventilation heat 

recovery (VHR). Among the heating systems tested were a bedrock heat pump, electrical resistance 

heating, and district heating based on combined heat and power (CHP). The authors found that primary 

energy savings using VHR were much greater for resistance heated as opposed to district heated buildings, 

showing the effect of the heating system used [20]. Among other factors related to primary energy 

production were the airtightness of the building, as well as the electricity used by the VHR system. 

El Fouih et al. [21] compared the performance of HRV systems to other ventilation systems for 

low energy use buildings. It was found that for office buildings, standard mechanical extract ventilation 

(MEV) outperforms HRV due to daytime application. However, it was found that for residential buildings, 

HRV is competitive with MEV systems, and can be competitive with humidity-controlled ventilation (HCV) 

depending on the climatic region [21]. For low HDD climates (1800), HCV outperforms HRV. 

Merzkirch et al. [22] studied the heat recovery efficiency of mechanical ventilation systems 

implemented on single and multi-family homes, using both centralized and decentralized systems. It was 
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found that for centralized systems, the heat recovery efficiency was 0.65 ± 0.24 and for decentralized 

systems, 0.7 ± 0.17. In each case, these values were found to be much lower than manufacturer’s values 

provided, indicating a lower installed efficiency under real functioning conditions. 

Fernández-Seara et al. [23] experimentally analyzed an air-to-air heat recovery ventilation system 

using a polymer plate heat exchanger in residential buildings. It was found that the plate thermal 

efficiency remains constant with a fresh air input temperature of 5°C to 15°C, however, decreases for 

temperatures greater than 15°C. Thermal efficiency can be defined as the temperature difference in the 

supply stream divided by the temperature difference between the inlets. It was also found that heat 

transfer rate increased almost linearly with increasing airflow, however, thermal efficiency decreased with 

increasing airflow rates. 

Wang et al. [24] combined an “Analytical Hierarchy Process” (AHP) and “Technique for Order of 

Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution” (TOPSIS) to create a process to help with heat recovery 

ventilation selection based on decision-maker preferences and building characteristics. A small public 

service centre, small shop and a residential house were used as examples to evaluate four types of heat 

recovery ventilation systems. Among the heat exchanger types were plate sensible, integral heat pipes 

(R717 and R32) and total. For each of the examples, the total heat exchanger was recommended over the 

other devices based upon the decision-making approach [24].  

Guillen-Lambea et al. [25] investigated heat recovery potential for warm southern European 

cities. Using a methodology that uses a psychrometric chart to evaluate climate data, it could be 

determined whether it was more beneficial to recover sensible heat or the latent fraction. It was 

concluded that different implementation strategies for heat recovery should be used depending on 

latitudes [25]. It was shown that for some cases, only latent energy recovery was required to achieve a 

net-zero energy building (nZEB). 
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3.2.1 Configurations 

Fucci et al. [26] studied an integrated heat recovery ventilation system equipped with a heat 

pump using passive plus thermodynamic recovery arrangements, allowing for comparison against 

commercial systems [26]. It was found that for an ambient temperature of -5°C, operating settings 

should be switched; operating with passive recovery for values below the lower limit and active recovery 

for values above the upper limit. 

Wallin et al. [27] performed a comparative study between different run-around coil ventilation 

heat recovery system configurations. Among the configurations tested were the standard run around 

coil configuration, one with a retrofitted three-stage on/off heat pump, and one with a retrofitted 

variable speed capacity heat pump. Through modelling, it was found that the three-stage configuration 

increased annual heat recovery from 46% to 65%, while the variable capacity configuration increased 

heat recovery to 66% [27].  

Mroz et al. [28] performed an exergy and economic weighted sum analysis of four heat recovery 

device-based systems for mechanical ventilation of the rooms of a hotel. Results indicated that of the 

four devices studied, the rotating heat/mass regenerator and counter flow plate heat exchangers 

outperformed the water loop and heat pipe heat exchangers based on the combined weighted analysis. 

The counter flow plate heat exchanger was shown to be the best option when evaluated from the 

investment cost prioritized model. 

Liu et al [29] performed a review of energy technologies for building fresh air supply. It was 

noted that for flat plate heat exchangers, counterflow effectiveness ranges from 50-80%, while 

crossflow effectiveness ranges from 40-70%. However, counterflow arrangements typically require more 

space than  crossflow configurations. It was also noted that parallel-flow flat-plate heat exchangers are 

rarely used due to a maximum effectiveness of 50% in theory. It was observed that the flat-plate heat 
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exchanger is susceptible to decreased thermal efficiency and increased exhaust pressure when faced 

with condensation and frosting [28].  

3.2.2 Performance Considerations 

Gjennestad et al. [30] used exergy analysis and nonequilibrium dynamics to measure performance 

of heat recovery ventilators. Using this analysis, different outdoor conditions and subsequent efficiencies 

could be evaluated for heat recovery ventilators. By quantifying exergy efficiency as a single performance 

parameter, comparison could be made more easily than the traditional performance parameters, of which 

there are several. Using this analysis, the authors were also able to show the range of conditions for which 

heat recovery is advantageous from a cost versus energy saving comparison [30].  

O’Connor et al. [31] reviewed the state of heat recovery ventilation for passive applications. Six 

different heat recovery devices were explored for application in a passive system, including rotary thermal 

wheels, fixed plate exchangers, membrane fixed plate exchangers, heat pipes, run around coils, and phase 

change materials. It was determined that heat pipes and rotary wheel devices were the greatest fit for 

passive applications due to low pressure loss, which helps contribute to greater ventilation rates, as well 

as high thermal efficiencies [31].  

Wang et al. [32] explored the use of a single radial heat pipe with an internally finned condenser 

for the use of building heat recovery. A thermo-hydrodynamic analytical model, numerical solution and 

experimental validation were performed with average deviations within 10%. Among the parameters 

explored include filling ratio, pipe diameter, input power, and velocity of cooling water to see the thermal 

and entropy generation effects [32]. It was found that 4 fin and 8 fin configurations decreased thermal 

resistance by 8.69% and 14.78% respectively, and decreased entropy generation by 19.4% and 37.5% 

respectively. It was also found that internal fins increased waste thermal recovery efficiency [32]. 
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Gendebien et al. [33] investigated the issue of frost forming on air-to-air heat recovery ventilation 

devices with a U-type heat exchanger. Frost forming on these devices caused a flow reduction as well as 

the addition of thermal resistance leading to a decrease in system performance. Proposing a three-zone 

model with a dry, wet and frost zone, different relative proportions of each zone were found using wall 

temperatures of the exchanger [33]. Different strategies to reduce frost formation were proposed based 

a set of criteria to determine advantages and disadvantages.  

Awbi et al. [34] created a zone ventilation model for Scotland and discovered that optimizing 

ventilation rate could help to maintain a constant relative humidity, leading to a reduction in the amount 

of condensation formed in HRV units. Considering region and net air change rates for the HRV system, this 

reduction in condensation can produce an optimized energy demand for building heating. 

3.2.3 HRV Heat Pump Systems  

Siegele et al. [35] explored a speed-controlled exhaust-air to supply-air heat pump for use in a 

ventilation system. It was found that combining recirculation-air with supply air helped to double heating 

output compared to conventional EAHP-HRV systems. Testing the functional model, it was shown that a 

COP of 4.5 and 2.5 could be achieved at temperatures of 10°C and -5°C, respectively [35]. It was also 

shown through optimization that increasing condenser size could increase performance by 5%. 

Nguyen et al. [36] performed a study involving sensible heat recovery using a heat pump. Two 

constant-humidity and temperature chambers were built for the experiment to simulate outdoor and 

indoor conditions. Three methods of recovering sensible heat using a heat pump were explored, including 

using: (1) the addition of a sensible heat exchanger, (2) introducing outdoor air to the evaporator, and (3) 

a combination of these two methods, resulting in COP values of 3.20, 3.18, and 3.28 respectively. The 

base-case, using just a heat pump to heat indoor air, showed a COP of 2.88.  
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3.3.1 Thermoelectric Heat Pumps  

Existing systems often use vapor compression technology for heating and refrigeration, which 

often use refrigerants that are toxic and environmentally unsustainable [2]. Bansal et al. found that 

thermoelectrics technologies appear to be an attractive replacement for vapour compression due to their 

environmental savings and lack of moving parts, however, currently have much lower levels of efficiency 

than vapour compression technologies [2]. Riffat et al. [9] found thermoelectric air conditioning 

technologies also have lower COPs than vapour compression air conditioning technologies. The U.S. 

Department of Energy [37] found thermoelectric cooling to be too costly and not efficient enough to 

compete with vapour compression, noting that it is more suitable for smaller loads (<25W). This study 

however did not consider thermoelectrics’ suitability for heating applications and noted development of 

materials as a means for performance improvements. 

Although thermoelectric heat pump research has focused on cooling modes, heating modes have 

also been studied. Al-Nimr et al. [38] modelled and simulated the use of a TEM heat pump in combination 

with evacuated tube solar collectors for both space heating and space cooling in Mediterranean climates. 

For a current of 7.5 A in cooling mode, a cooling COP of 0.48 was obtained using an input power of 1285 

W and producing a cooling capacity of 618.94 W. In heating mode, a COP of 1.46 was achieved with a 

current of 7.5 A, using an input power of 1268 W and producing a heating capacity of 1860.4 W. Heating 

mode occurred when the temperature difference in the junctions was 24°C, and COP values for the 

heating mode were found to range from 1.26 to 3.8 [38]. 

Riffat et al. [39] studied the use of a thermoelectric heat pump system, obtaining experimental 

and simulated results in both the heating and cooling mode. This system relied on the use of a thermal 

diode composed of an evaporator and condenser, with the working fluid being n-pentane. Theoretical 

COP values were found to be higher in simulated values than tested ones, while theoretical currents were 
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found to be lower than tested currents, due to a variety of reasons, including difference between the 

designed and practical heat sinks. At a flowrate of 164 m3/h for the tested cooling mode (ambient 

temperature of 24oC and indoor temperature 21°C) at a current of about 1.66 A and cooling capacity of 

25 W, a COP of about 0.7 was achieved, while at a current of about 6.66A and a cooling capacity of 70 W, 

a COP of about 0.25 was achieved. For the tested heating mode (ambient temperature of 5°C and indoor 

temperature 18°C) at a current of about 2.8 A and heating capacity of 100 W, a COP of about 1.45 was 

achieved, while at a current of about 4.65 A and a heating capacity of 300 W, a COP of about 1.15 was 

achieved.  

Li et al. [40] investigated the use of a thermoelectric ventilator for domestic use. A prototype was 

created using a crossflow sensible TEM-based heat exchanger made using a flat fin heat sink . As opposed 

to market HRVs, this prototype used active heat recovery by using the TEM side recovery. It was found 

that compared with passive recovery HRVs, active recovery could achieve a greater handled temperature 

difference, meaning outlet fresh air temperature more closely approached desired indoor temperature 

[40]. For active recovery, temperature differences achieved were 5–10°C greater in the winter, and 2-

3.5°C greater in the summer than passive recovery, achieving thermal comfort more easily. It was also 

found that a COP of 2.5 could be achieved for both summer and winter cases. 

Yilmazoglu [41] investigated performance of a prototype thermoelectric-based system for heating 

and cooling, using flat plate heat exchangers as on each side of the TEMs. At different fan speeds, a COP 

of 2.5 to 5 could be achieved for heating, while a COP of 0.4 to 1 could be achieved for cooling. It was 

found that increasing mass flowrate improves the COP and heat transfer coefficient. Some other benefits 

of the TEC system were noted to be long lifetime, and integration with conventional HVAC systems for 

fresh air pre-cooling or pre-heating [41]. 
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3.3.2 TEM Integration with Other Technologies 

Diaz de Garayo et al. [42] studied the integration of an air-to-air TEM heat pump into the 

mechanical ventilation system of a passive house. The heat pump was tested both on its own and in 

combination with an HRV system in series. It was found that 10 thermoelectric modules using a 12V supply 

could achieve COPs of 1.5-4 for heating, and 0.5-2.5 for cooling. It was found that varying air flow rate, 

voltage, and channel temperature difference resulted in variations in performance [42]. It was also found 

that thermal power output could be improved 25% for heating and 10% for cooling using the combined 

active and passive HRV heating. It was found COP could be improved 50% and 30% for heating and cooling 

respectively when using a supply voltage of 3-6V. 

Liu et al. [29] studied an HRV system operating both with, and without, a TEM-based heat pump. 

It was concluded that the operation with the TEM HP allowed for control of supply-air humidity and 

temperature, while the unit without the TEM could not. However, it was noted that the non-TEM system 

could a provide a combination of high energy efficiency and low cost. 

Aranguren et al. [43] studied the use of heat pipes for a reversible TEM heat pump in net-zero 

energy buildings. It was found that a combination of thermoelectric cooler-heat pumps and photovoltaics 

work very conveniently together, due to both using direct current, and a simplified electrical installation.  

Kim et al. [44] evaluated the optimal sizing of TEM-based heat pumps for heating of a building. 

The COP was defined to include electrical fan power used for air circulation, i.e., 

 
𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻𝑃 =

𝑄𝐻

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛

 
(5) 

 

where QH  is the thermal heating rate, P totelec  is the power used by the TEM, and Pfan is the power 

consumed by the fans in the building system.  
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This study also used a building COP to consider thermal losses from the building. The study 

concluded the optimal number of thermoelectric modules to be affected by QH as well as the temperature 

difference between the sides of the TEM. It was found that when the indoor thermal demand rises, the 

greater the temperature difference between TEM sides, and the more modules required to reach the 

optimal COP [45]. 

3.3.3 Modelling Thermoelectrics 

The three effects which govern thermoelectric characteristics are the Peltier, Thomson, and 

Seebeck effects [46]. As previously mentioned, the Seebeck effect produces a voltage when a temperature 

gradient exists between thermoelectric junctions of a TEM. The Seebeck effect can be modelled as  

 
𝑉𝛼 = 𝛼(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) 

(6) 

where 𝑇ℎ  is hot-side temperature, 𝑇𝑐  is cold-side temperature, 𝛼 is the Seebeck coefficient [47].  

The Peltier effect states that when an external power source is placed between the junctions, 

heat absorbed can be modelled as  

 𝑄𝑐 =
𝐼

𝜋
 (7) 

where 𝑄𝑐 is the heat absorbed, 𝐼 is the applied current and 𝜋 is the Peltier coefficient [47].  

The Thomson effect is defined by the heat generation rate along junctions under a thermal 

gradient and is modelled by  

 
𝑄 = 𝛽𝐼 ∙ (𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) 

(8) 

where 𝛽 is the Thomson coefficient. 
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3.3.4 Operating Thermoelectrics 

Under real world conditions, thermoelectrics operate with irreversibilities which affect the 

performance of the device [46]. Refrigerators based on thermoelectrics typically have a COP of around 1, 

compared to around 2 to 4 for refrigerators which rely on compressors at the same temperature range 

[48]. 

Junction electrical resistance causes the first irreversibility, internal Joule heating. An applied 

current generates heat internally, which increases the amount of heat rejected by the hot-side junction 

and decreases the heat absorbed by the cold-side junction [47]. The second irreversibility, Fourier 

conduction, causes heat to conduct backwards through the junction,  from the hot to the cold side of the 

thermoelectric [47]. Given these irreversibilities, the rate of heat rejection by the hot face and heat 

absorption by the cold face can be defined by   

 �̇�ℎ = 𝛼𝐼𝑇ℎ +
1

2
𝐼2𝑅 − 𝐾(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) (9) 

 �̇�𝑐 = 𝛼𝐼𝑇𝑐 −
1

2
𝐼2𝑅 − 𝐾(𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐) (10) 

where 𝑅 is the electrical resistance, and 𝐾 is the thermal conductance [47].  

The efficiency of the thermoelectric module is governed by electrical conductivity (σ), Seebeck 

coefficient (α), and thermal conductivity (k) of the module [13]. An efficient TEM relies on a large Seebeck 

coefficient, with low thermal conductance and low electrical resistance [49]. The figure-of-merit, Z, 

combines these three parameters and can be defined as  

 𝑍 =
𝛼2𝜎

𝑘
 (11) 

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the module.  
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The product of Z with the mean temperature of the device, ZT, is often used to compare TEM 

performance. For thinner structures, bismuth telluride alloys have been shown to reach ZT values of about 

1.1, however superlattices (structures using alternating layers of various materials) have ZT values in the 

range from about 1.8 to 2.5 for similar conditions [48]. Research into bulk material structures such as 

skutterudites is being conducted for larger module applications. 

Duan et al. [50] investigated the performance of thermoelectric air-cooling systems, finding the 

performance of systems to be most sensitive to the Seebeck coefficient, with a maximum value 

determined by Z. It was found that a figure-of-merit value of 3 would increase performance by 150% and 

show comparable performance to conventional heat pump-based systems. 

To model the performance of a thermoelectric module the Seebeck coefficient, thermal 

conductivity and electrical resistance are required to solve Equations 9 and 10, however these values are 

not usually provided in product datasheets. 

FerroTec [51] derived a set of equations to determine the effective Seebeck coefficient, electrical 

resistance, and thermal conductance for any TEM model using a set of polynomial equations. These 

equations were derived from an industry standard 71-couple, 6 ampere module, however they can be 

corrected for different module configurations, and only require manufacturer’s data to calculate. Using 

this approach, the Seebeck coefficient can be estimated by the equation 

 𝑆𝑀𝑇ℎ  𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑀𝑇𝑐 = 𝑆1𝑇 +
𝑆2𝑇2

2
+

𝑆3𝑇3

3
+ 

𝑆4𝑇4

4
 (12) 

 

where SMTh is the Seebeck coefficient at the hot-side temperature and SMTc  is the Seebeck coefficient at 

the cold-side temperature and  
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𝑆1 = 1.33450 ∗ 10−2 

 

 
𝑆2 = −5.37574 ∗ 10−5 

 

 
𝑆3 = 7.42731 ∗ 10−7 

 

 
𝑆4 = −1.27141 ∗ 10−9 

 

To derive the Seebeck coefficient for a given number of thermoelectric couples, 𝑆𝑀, the following 

equation can be used 

 𝑆𝑀 =
𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤

71
×

𝑆𝑀𝑇ℎ − 𝑆𝑀𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐
 (13) 

where Nnew is the number of couples in the thermoelectric module. 

Electrical resistance can be derived by the equation 

 𝑅𝑀𝑇ℎ  𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑀𝑇𝑐 = 𝑅1𝑇 +
𝑅2𝑇2

2
+

𝑅3𝑇3

3
+  

𝑅4𝑇4

4
 (14) 

where RMTh is the electrical resistance calculated at the hot-side temperature and RMTc  is the electrical 

resistance calculated at the cold-side temperature with 

 
𝑅1 = 2.08317 

 

 
𝑅2 = −1.98763 ∗ 10−2 

 

 
𝑅3 = 8.53832 ∗ 10−5 

 

 
𝑅4 = −9.03243 ∗ 10−8 

 

To derive the corrected electrical resistance for a given number of thermoelectric couples and 

maximum current, the following equation can be used 
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 𝑅𝑀 =
6

𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑤
×

𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤

71
×

𝑅𝑀𝑇ℎ − 𝑅𝑀𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐
 (15) 

where Nnew  is the number of couples in the thermoelectric module, and Inew is the maximum current, 

both specified by the manufacturer.  

Thermal conductance can be represented by the equation 

 𝐾𝑀𝑇ℎ  𝑜𝑟 𝐾𝑀𝑇𝑐 = 𝐾1𝑇 +
𝐾2𝑇2

2
+

𝐾3𝑇3

3
+ 

𝐾4𝑇4

4
 (16) 

where KMTh is the thermal conductance at the hot-side temperature and KMTc  is the thermal conductance 

at the cold-side temperature, and  

 
𝐾1 = 4.76218 ∗ 10−1 

 

 
𝐾2 = −3.89821 ∗ 10−6 

 

 
𝐾3 = −8.64864 ∗ 10−6 

 

 
𝐾4 = 2.20869 ∗ 10−8 

 

The corrected thermal conductance for a given number of thermoelectric couples and maximum 

current is given by 

 𝐾𝑀 =
𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑤

6
×

𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤

71
×

𝐾𝑀𝑇ℎ − 𝐾𝑀𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐
 (17) 

where Nnew  is the number of couples in the thermoelectric module, and Inew  is the maximum current 

through the TEM, specified by the manufacturer.  

The Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistance, and thermal conductance of a TEM are required to 

estimate its heat rejection and absorption according to Equations 9 and 10 and are critical for accurately 

modelling the system. 
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Martinez et al. [52] evaluated nine modelling techniques for the simulation of thermoelectric heat 

pumps. This included 3 simulation models (simple - described by Equations 9 and 10, improved, and 

electrical-analogy-based), and five methods for characterization of the TEM properties S, R and K. One of 

the methods evaluated was the Ferrotec method described by Equations 12 through 17 above. It was 

found that there is no statistical difference in the results provided by these techniques at a 95% confidence 

interval. It was found that minimum values of uncertainty are obtained at a thermal resistance of 0.1 KW-

1. It was recommended that the simple model along with expressions for the TEM properties provided by 

a manufacturer should be chosen for modelling purposes [52]. 

3.3.5 TEM Heat Exchangers 

Replacing a heat pump with a thermoelectric module usually requires a heat exchanger for heat 

transfer to occur between fluids. Kim et al. developed a direct-contact thermoelectric generator to 

eliminate the contact resistance due to implementing a heat sink in an exhaust gas recovery system [45]. 

However due to a low TEG conversion efficiency, very little of the heat could be converted into useful 

energy. Therefore, for applications involving thermoelectrics with working fluids, heat exchangers are 

implemented to increase thermal absorption while minimizing contact resistance. 

In a paper focusing on TEM parallel operating modes and optimization, David et al. [53] found 

that optimizing heat exchanger design and other variables allows for maximization of COP. Among the 

variables which were optimized are the diameter and the quantity of mini channels, and flowrates for 

heat sink and source. It was found that an optimal COP of around 2.44 could be achieved for a number of 

channels between 41 and 56 at a thermal power demand of 55 W [53]. It was also found that entropy 

generation minimization (EGM) provided optimized performance. 
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Given that COP is maximized with EGM, Neya et al. [54] analytically produced an equation for 

optimal current to produce maximum COP. The EGM was found at a transitional Reynold’s number of 

around 6000 . The equation is given by  

 𝐼∗ =
𝐾∆𝑇

𝛼𝑇𝑚
(1 + 𝑀) (18) 

where  

 𝑀 = √1 + 𝑍𝑇𝑚  (19) 

and Tm is the mean temperature between the hot and cold sides temperature of the TEM. It should be 

noted that a heat exchanger footprint 4 times greater than total TEM area was recommended for realistic 

optimal design, however simulations were only performed at a thermal load of 3kW [54]. It was also found 

that maximum COP is not a function of TEM leg length (length of junctions), however that for optimal 

operating constraints minimizing leg length minimizes TEM material volume [54]. 

Luo et al. [55] performed a study to evaluate the influences of different TE generator parameters 

on performance using a model to predict performance. The parameters studied were height, cross-

sectional area, number of couples, heat loss and ceramic plates. Results showed that a lower leg height 

increases COP and output power despite reducing conversion efficiency. Luo et al. also showed that more 

thermoelectric couples should be used when increasing total cross-sectional leg area, and that more 

efforts should be made towards improving thermal conductivity to optimize ceramics [55]. 

Cai et al. [56] modeled an air-source thermoelectric heat pump system for simultaneous cold air 

delivery and hot water supply. Modelling showed that thermal conductance and specific heat are heavily 

linked to total cooling capacity, COP, outlet water temperature and outlet air temperature. It was shown 

that the total efficiency of this system can be brought to 90%. It was also found that with an increasing 
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number of thermoelectrics, cooling load of each unit is reduced while inversely increasing input power. 

Cai et al. also found that efficiency significantly decreases with an increasing applied current. 

3.3.4 TEM Heat Recovery Configurations 

Negash et al. [57] studied the effect of the electrical array configuration on TEMs in a heat 

recovery system. Eight different array configurations were studied using series, parallel and combination 

connections. Differences of up to 59% were noted given different configurations and thus effects of 

quantity of junctions and unbalanced number of modules were evaluated [57]. Junctions refer to the 

nodes in which electrical paths to the TEMs are joined, while a balanced number of modules refers to 

having an equal number of TEM modules in each electrical path between junctions. It was found that using 

a reference power with less than two junctions, 94% of the reference power was returned, versus only 

62.5% for a six-junction array. For an array with balanced modules, a power generation up to 95.4% the 

reference power was experienced versus 58.9% for an unbalanced number of modules [57]. It was 

therefore found that an array configuration with the minimal number of junctions and a balanced number 

of modules resulted in the maximum TE power output. 

Cai et al. [58] studied the use of an active thermoelectric ventilated system using thermoelectric 

coolers and heat sinks. Analytical models were developed for parallel and counter flow heat exchanger 

configurations. It was found that when exceeding a value of 8 thermoelectric coolers, entropy generation 

rate showed a continuous drop with increasing unit number for the counter flow configuration. 

Liu et al. [59] modelled and experimentally tested an open-type thermoelectric heating system 

with multiple channels. Results showed that this system could reach an average heating coefficient of 1.3, 

and that this TEM heater system had an optimal isolation thickness of 14mm. It was also found that a 

continuously increasing current first showed an increase in heating coefficient, followed by a decrease as 

current increases. 
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3.3.6 Cost Reductions 

Cai et al. [60] investigated the performance and cost effects of significant parameters relating to 

heat recovery system performance. Among the significant operating parameters determined include leg 

length, filling factor, couple numbers and quantity of thermoelectrics. It was determined through 

simulations that by optimizing these parameters, the costs associated with TEM based heat recovery could 

be lower than 2 cents/kWh [60]. 
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Chapter 4 - TEM Heat Pump Heat Exchanger Model Development 

4.1 Introduction 

To determine how thermoelectric modules would respond while incorporated into a heat 

exchanger, a numerical model was created. The model is based on the cold and hot side heat transfer 

rates and characterized module coefficients determined by the polynomial equations listed in Section 

3.3.2. The model is an iterative, multi-node heat exchanger in which each node has a set of input and 

outputs. 

A crossflow heat exchanger configuration was developed to evaluate performance and suitability 

when equipped with thermoelectric modules acting as heat pumps. A picture of the NRCan prototype 

which the model is based off can be seen below in Fig. 10.  

View A View B

 

Fig. 10: NRCan prototype TEM-HRV heat exchanger, with heating and cooling streams 

Since the model is a crossflow HX and therefore 3D, Views A and B were used to show the 2D 

representation of each of the heat exchanger streams. Nodal diagrams outlining the numerical model for 

View A and View B were developed. The nodal diagram for View A can be seen below in Fig. 11.  
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Fig. 11: Numerical model schematic describing TEM-based 
crossflow heat exchanger for heating stream into page 

 

View A represents the heating stream going into the page, where the heating stream would enter 

the heat sink on the other side of the TEMs, in parallel with the heat sink shown in Fig. 9. The nodal 

diagram for View B can be seen below in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12: Numerical model schematics describing TEM-based 
crossflow heat exchanger for cooling stream into page 

 

View B represents the heating stream going into the page, where the heating stream would enter 

the heat sink shown in Fig. 10.  

There are an ‘N’ times ‘M’ number of nodes for the crossflow numerical model. ‘ ’ increases along 

the length of the cooling (exhaust) stream in the flow direction, while ‘M’ increases along the length of 

the heating (supply) stream in the flow direction. In the case of the implemented NRCan TEM-HRV, both 

‘N’ and ‘M’ were set to 4, resulting in 4x4 nodes. This value of nodes was chosen because the NRCan TEM-

HRV uses 4x4 TEMs; each node therefore represents a single TEM’s performance. However, number of 

nodes could be altered to represent a differing array of TEMs. 

For each schematic, the top layer represents the heating-side flow-channel while the bottom layer 

represents the cooling-side flow-channel. For heating mode, the “heating” side flow-channel refers to the 
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supply channel, drawing fresh outdoor air and heating it for indoor use. The “cooling” side under this 

mode refers to the exhaust channel, drawing stale air from indoors and expelling it outdoors. 

The thermoelectric modules are represented by the middle layer, in which a current is applied to 

power the thermoelectrics to act as a heat pump. In application, the configuration of the wiring of the 

thermoelectric array will affect the amount of current passing through each TEM. However, for modelling 

purposes, it is assumed that each thermoelectric will receive the same amount of applied current when 

operating actively. Depending on the direction of the current, thermoelectrics can be used for either 

cooling or heating purposes. The edges of both the hot and cold side chambers are assumed to be fully 

insulated and therefore adiabatic.  

A simpler schematic representing the stream channels including input conditions on each side of 

the stream can be found below in Fig. 13. 

Exhaust Stream (cooled stream)

Intake Stream (heated stream)

Stale Air from 
House

Fresh Air from 

Outside

TEM

Qc

Qh

Pelec

Th,in Th,out

Tc,out Tc,inExhaust Air to 
Outside

Fresh Air Into 

House

 

Fig. 13: Simple schematic representing airflow through the heat exchanger streams 

These numerical models were integrated into coding programs allowing for simpler modifications 

of the code inputs and formulas and quick verification of results based on outputs. To solve for the 

temperature profiles associated with the crossflow heat exchanger, the numerical model initially 

calculated the temperature of the corner TEM (node N=1, M=1) based on the stream inlet temperatures 
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and flowrates. The routine then iteratively solved for TEM-plate temperatures and performed an energy 

balance on the system allowing the outlet fluid temperature on each side of the TEM to be estimated. 

These fluid temperatures where then used as the inlet temperatures to the adjacent TEMs on both the 

supply and exhaust streams. “Do while” loops were used to increment the nodes, first incrementing ‘N’ 

while holding ‘M’ constant at 1. ‘ ’ was incremented up to node (N=4, M=1) before resetting the value of 

‘N’ to 1 and incrementing ‘M’ to node (N=1, M=2). ‘ ’ was then incremented while holding ‘M’ constant 

at 2, up to node (N=4, M 2), before once again resetting ‘ ’ to 1 and incrementing ‘M’ to node (  1, 

M=3). This algorithm was continued until reaching node (N=4, M=4), at which point every node was solved 

in conjunction with the other nodes. Through this process, the heat transfer through the TEM-HRV was 

determined for various fluid temperatures and flowrates as a function of TEM power input. 

4.1.1 Engineering Equation Solver (EES) 

EES was initially used to model the TEM heat exchanger. F-Chart’s Engineering Equation Solver is 

a code-based equation solving program which can be used to solve systems of non-linear algebraic and 

differential equations [61]. Contrary to most coding programs, EES uses a non-linear coding window, 

allowing for more user freedom. EES uses functions called procedures to call commands, allowing for an 

iterative approach to be taken when these functions are looped. EES also has parametric tables which can 

be used for parametric sensitivity analysis, as well as a fluids property library.  

4.1.2 Fortran Model 

Once results were verified in EES, the model was transcoded to Fortran90.  Fortran [62] is a coding 

software that can be integrated into a TRNSYS “type” allowing a component model to be produced and 

added to TR SYS’s component library. This would allow the performance of the TEM-HX to be evaluated 

in an annual building energy simulation. In addition, an open-source compiler is readily available for 

Fortran, allowing the rapid production and review of simulation results, thereby reducing model 
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development time. Values obtained using the open-source compiler were exported to Microsoft Excel for 

analysis. 

4.2.1 Thermoelectric Module 

Following the recommendations from the Thermoelectric Handbook by D. Rowe [47], Equations 

9 and 10 were used to predict the hot and cold-side heat transfer rates for the TEM. These equations 

require the specifications of the TEM model being evaluated. Mitrani et al. showed a linear correlation 

between the values of S, R and K, and average module temperature [49]. For each node, the values of S, 

R and K were therefore determined using Ferrotec’s [51] polynomial equations, at the average 

temperature of the TEM plates. 

Heat rejected from the hot face and absorbed by the cold face was evaluated through the 

characteristic variables as well as input current. Voltage across each module can be calculated through 

the sum of internal voltage generation due to the Seebeck effect, and the voltage drop due to internal 

module electrical resistance, and is represented by Eqn. 20 below. 

 
𝑉𝑇𝐸𝑀 = 𝑆(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶 ) + 𝐼𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀  

(20) 

The power required by each module was calculated as a product of current applied and voltage, 

which was then used to calculate the COP using Eqn. 2. Since plate temperatures are affected by the 

amount of heat transferred, these temperatures where updated and passed through the next iteration.  

4.2.2 Heat Exchanger Model 

The amount of heat that can be transferred between the hot and cold side is dictated by the heat 

exchanger interface from the TEM surface to the local fluid airstream.  For the case studied, a finned heat-

sink was assumed to be fitted to each side of the TEM to increase the heat transfer rate by increasing the 

surface area at the fluid-side interface. This configuration modelled is described in section 4.3. 
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The numerical solution implemented in the heat exchanger model consisted of performing 

iterative loops, during which calculations are made for both the cold and hot sides of the TEM 

simultaneously. Each iteration begins with a plate temperature for each of the cold and hot sides. 

The plate temperature is used to calculate heat transfer coefficient, fin efficiency, and thermal 

resistance values at each node. Contact resistance and conductive resistance were represented by 

Equations 21 and 22, respectively. 

 𝑅𝑡 𝑐  =
𝑅′′

𝑡 𝑐

𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (21) 

 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 =
𝑡𝐻𝑋

𝑘𝐻𝑋𝐴𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (22) 

where: R”t,c is the contact resistance between the heat exchanger and thermoelectric module per a unit 

area, ATEM  is the surface area of a single thermoelectric module, tHX  is the thickness of the heat exchanger, 

and kHX  is the thermal conductivity of the heat exchanger material. 

Calculating the convective resistance for a finned surface requires calculating the convective 

resistance for the fin, as well as the convective resistance for the base. Convective resistance for the fins 

can be defined by the equation 

 
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠 =

1

𝑁𝜂𝑓𝑖𝑛ℎ𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛/𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
 

(23) 

where N is the number of fins, ηfin is the fin efficiency, h is the heat transfer coefficient of the finned 

surface, Afin is the surface area of a single fin, and Nnodes  is the number of nodes being evaluated. The area 

must be divided by the number of nodes to ensure that resistance is calculated for the nodal area exposed 

to the passing fluid. 

Convective resistance for the base can be defined by the equation 
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 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
1

ℎ𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒/𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
 (24) 

where Abase is the base area between the finned surfaces. 

Total convective resistance for the finned surface can then be defined by the equation 

 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣.𝑒𝑞 =
𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠 ∙ 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑠 + 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
 (25) 

Average module temperature is then used to calculate the characteristic values of the TEM, which 

are then used to calculate the amount of heat pumped. Heat pumped by each module is used to calculate 

the increase in mean air-temperature by the equation 

 ∆𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
�̇�

�̇�𝑐𝑝
 (26) 

where �̇� is the heat produced by the system at each node, �̇� is the mass flow rate of air flowing over the 

heat exchanger node (for one side), CP is the specific heat capacity of air and ΔT is the change in 

temperature of the fluid as it flows through the TEM-HX node [63]. Given this rise in temperature, outlet 

air-temperature can be calculated using the equation 

 
𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛 + ∆𝑇 

(27) 

and average temperature can be calculated using the equation 

 𝑇𝑎𝑣 =
𝑇𝑖𝑛 + 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡

2
 (28) 

The plate temperature can then be calculated using the equation 

 𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑄(𝑅𝑡 𝑐 + 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣) + 𝑇𝑎𝑣  (29) 
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This calculated plate temperature is then used as the input plate temperature for the next 

iteration, with continuous iterations until the input and output plate temperatures converge to within 

0.01°C.  

The model was broken up into nodes to see the effect that TEMs have at various points along the 

heat exchanger. Since the model consists of several nodes, once a node converges, the output air 

temperatures of the cold and hot sides are stored as the input temperatures of the next node. This ensures 

that the input and output values across the cold and hot sides of a node will be consistent with the 

previous and following nodes. 

This iterative model was evaluated in EES to evaluate critical heat exchanger parameters, and 

subsequently transcoded to FORTRAN. The iterative model approach taken is shown in Fig. 14 below. 
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Fig. 14: Iterative model approach. Blue indicates TEM component 
while red indicates heat exchanger component. 
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4.3 Heat Exchanger Design 

Xu et al. [64] compared different types of heat recovery devices for use in a TEM-based HRV 

system. They noted that the rotary wheel, fixed plate, heat pipe, and run around heat recovery systems 

were the most commonly used heat recovery devices [64]. However, given the dimensional requirements 

and configuration of a heat recovery ventilator, it was decided that a flat plate heat exchanger (i.e., a fin-

plate heat sink) would be the most practical and cost-effective heat exchanger design to implement. This 

is due to the sizing and geometry of the NRCan prototype already developed, and the ease of application 

for which the heat sink offers.  

4.3.1 Fixed-plate straight-fin heat exchanger 

The fixed plate heat exchanger consists of finned chambers and plates for which the fluid passes 

through. By placing fixed plates on the cold and hot sides of a powered thermoelectric module, heat sinks 

are created, leading to increased heat transfer in each of the channels.  

Heat transfer rates for the flat plate heat exchanger are governed by length of the fin, fin thickness 

and distance between fins. The heat transfer rate of a fin under an adiabatic tip condition can be 

approximated using the equation 

 
𝑞𝑓 = 𝑀𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑚𝐿𝐶) 

 (30) 

where LC  is the corrected length of the fin, which, for a straight fin, is the length plus half the thickness 

of the fin. M is represented through the equation 

 𝑀 = √ℎ𝑃𝑘𝐴𝑐 ∙ 𝜃𝑏  (31) 
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where h is the convection coefficient of the fluid, P is the perimeter of the fin surface, k is the thermal 

conductivity of the fin material, AC  is the cross-sectional area of the fin surface and ϴb  is the temperature 

difference between the base of the fin (TEM temperature) and the fluid ambient temperature. M can be 

represented through the equation 

 
𝑚 = √

ℎ𝑃

𝑘𝐴𝑐
 

(32) 

The Prandtl number can be calculated through the equation  

 𝑃𝑟 =
𝜇𝑐𝑝

𝑘
 (33) 

where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, cp  is the specific heat capacity of the fluid, and k is the 

thermal conductivity.  

The Reynold’s number can be calculated through the equation 

 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑈∞𝐷ℎ

𝜇
 (34) 

where ρ is the density of the fluid, U∞ is the free-stream velocity of the flow, and Dh is the hydraulic 

diameter of the fin channel. Free stream velocity of the fluid can be calculated using the equation 

 𝑈∞ =
𝑣

𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (35) 

where v is the volumetric flowrate, and Aduct,tot  is the duct area of the air once it has entered the heat 

sink. Hydraulic diameter can be defined as 

 𝐷ℎ =
4𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑛
 (36) 

where Aduct,fin is the duct area in between two single fins, and Pduct,fin  is the wetted perimeter between 

two single fins.  
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At expected operating conditions for the system, flow through the heat exchanger was shown to 

be laminar for the applied flowrate conditions. As discussed by Nellis and Klein, Nusselt number 

correlations for the constant temperature case and constant heat flux case represent the lower and upper 

bounds of the Nusselt number, and correspondingly the heat transfer coefficient [65]. Given the laminar 

crossflow unmixed case, the Nusselt number correlation for constant heat flux is a more appropriate 

correlation than that of constant wall temperature.  

The Nusselt number for a constant heat flux can be calculated as the sum of the fully developed 

Nusselt number, Nuh,fd, and the product of the entrance region effect, DNuH, and Prandtl region effect 

Dnurat, terms [66], defined as  

 
𝑁𝑢𝐻 = 𝑁𝑢𝐻 𝑓𝑑 + 𝐷𝑁𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡 ∙ 𝐷𝑁𝑢𝐻 

(37) 

The fully developed Nusselt number can be taken as  

 
𝑁𝑢𝐻 𝑓𝑑 = 8.235 ∗ (1 − 2.042 ∗ 𝛽 + 3.085 ∗ 𝛽2 − 2.477 ∗ 𝛽3 + 1.058 ∗ 𝛽4 + 0.186 ∗ 𝛽5) 

(38) 

where 𝛽, the aspect ratio, is represented by  

 𝛽 =
𝑏

ℎ𝑓
 (39) 

where b is the space between fins, and hf  is the height of the fin. 

The entrance region effect term, DNuH, can be represented by 

 𝐷𝑁𝑢𝐻 = 𝐴𝐻 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵ℎ∙𝑙𝑛 (𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟) ) (40) 

where AH is calculated as 

 
𝐴𝐻 = 0.1136 + 0.7121 ∙ 𝛽 − 0.3921 ∙ 𝛽2 

(41) 
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BH is determined by the equations 

 𝐵𝐻 = {
0.9403 − 0.9636 ∙ 𝛽                                 𝑖𝑓 𝛽 < 0.25

0.7741 − 0.3504 ∙ 𝛽 + 0.1985 ∙ 𝛽2       𝑖𝑓 𝛽 ≥ 0.25  
 (42) 

And xstar is given by the equation 

 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟 =
𝐿/𝐷ℎ

𝑅𝑒 ∙ 𝑃𝑟
 (43) 

The Prandtl number effect term, Dnurat, is given by the following equations 

 
𝐷𝑁𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡 = {

0.6847 + 0.3153 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝
(−1.2654459∙(𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑟) −𝑙𝑛(0.72)))

   𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑟 > 0.72

1.68 − 0.68 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝
(0.32∙(𝑙𝑛 (𝑃𝑟) −𝑙𝑛(0.72)))

                           𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑟 ≤ 0.72  
 

(44) 

Once the Nusselt number for a constant heat flux, NuH, is calculated, convection coefficient can 

be calculated using the equation 

 ℎ =
𝑁𝑢𝐻 ∙ 𝑘

𝐷ℎ
 (45) 

Once the convection coefficient is calculated from Nusselt number correlations, corresponding m 

values can be determined, allowing fin efficiency to be calculated using the equation 

 𝜂𝑓 =
𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ𝑚𝐿𝐶

𝑚𝐿𝐶
 (46) 

Fin efficiency is a measure of actual heat transfer rate, divided by the maximum possible heat 

transfer rate which would occur if the entire fin was maintained at the base temperature. A lower thermal 

resistance contributes to a greater fin efficiency [67]. Fin efficiency allows the total heat transfer rate to 

be calculated using the equation 

 
𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ℎ𝐴𝑏𝜃𝑏 + ℎ𝑁𝜂𝑓𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑏  

(47) 

where N is the number of fins, and base area and fin area are defined through the equations 
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𝐴𝑏 = (𝐻𝐻𝑋 − 𝑁𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛)𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡  

(48) 

 
𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 2𝐿𝑇𝑜𝑡 𝐿𝐶  

(49) 

respectively, where HHX is the total heat exchanger height, tfin is the thickness of the fins, and LTot is the 

length of the heat exchanger.  

Overall fin effectiveness of a finned heat exchanger can be defined as  

 𝜀𝑓𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝐴𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 + 𝜂𝑓𝑁𝑓𝐴𝑓𝑖𝑛

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
 (50) 

Fin effectiveness can be defined as the ratio of heat transfer that occurs with the finned surface 

to the heat transfer that would occur without the finned surface [63]. With an increasing length of fin, the 

fin effectiveness increases, however, the fin efficiency decreases. A high effectiveness value is favourable 

over a high efficiency, since an improved heat transfer rate from the heat sink is desired 

To calculate the pressure-drop through the heat exchanger footprint a series of calculations had 

to be made relating to the characteristics of the heat sink. Pressure drop across the heat sink is determined 

by the equation [68] 

 ∆𝑃 = (
𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑓(2ℎ𝑓𝐿𝑓 + 𝑏𝐿𝑓)

ℎ𝑓𝑊
+ 𝐾𝑐 + 𝐾𝑒) (

1

2
𝜌𝑈∞

2) (51) 

where fapp is the hydrodynamic developing flow apparent friction, Nf is the number of fins on the heat 

sink, hf  is the fin height, Lf  is the length of the fin, b is the spacing between fins, W is the total width of 

the heat sink, Kc is the contraction loss coefficient and Ke is the expansion loss coefficient. Contraction 

loss and expansion loss coefficients can be defined as  

 
𝐾𝑐 = 0.42(1 − 𝛼2) 

(52) 

and 
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𝐾𝑒 = (1 − 𝛼2)2 

(53) 

respectively, where 𝛼 represents the ratio of flow channel area to total duct size, this being given by the 

equation 

 𝛼 = 1 −
𝑁𝑓𝑡𝑓

𝑊
 (54) 

where tf  is the thickness of a single fin.  

Hydrodynamic developing flow apparent friction can be determined by the equation 

 

𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝 =

((
3.44

√𝑥+
)

2

+ (𝑓𝑅𝑒)2)

1
2

𝑅𝑒
 

(55) 

where f  is the fully developed laminar flow friction factor and where x+ is defined as  

 𝑥+ =
𝐿𝑓

𝐷ℎ𝑅𝑒
 (56) 

The term 𝑓𝑅𝑒 can be determined by the equation 

 
𝑓𝑅𝑒 = 24 − 32.53𝛽 + 46.72𝛽2 − 40.83𝛽3 + 22.96𝛽4 + 6.09𝛽5 

(57) 

Once the pressure drop is calculated, fan power may be calculated using the equation 

 𝑃 =
�̇�∆𝑃

𝜇𝑓𝑎𝑛
 (58) 

where �̇� is the volumetric flowrate and μfan is the fan efficiency. Fan efficiency for the simulated 

flowrates was assumed to be 37.5%, based on the axial fan typical peak efficiency chart, and on the fan 

efficiency curve documented by Strike [69]. 
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4.3.2 Humidity Effects 

To account for latent heat transfer in the heat exchangers, the effects of humidity have to be 

considered and modelled. With a heat exchanger surface temperature lower than the dew point of the 

air on the cooling-side of the heat exchanger, condensation would occur. In this case, a temperature 

decrease on the cooling-side results in the dehumidification of the air (decrease in specific humidity but 

increase in relative humidity). It was assumed that the point at which the air-stream temperature in the 

heat exchanger reaches the dew point approximates the point where condensation begins to occur. In 

reality, condensation occurs at the coldest point inside the cooling stream, which would exist on the 

surface of the heat sink itself. Due to the difficulty of iterating each of the TEM plate temperatures, heat 

exchanger base temperatures as well as stream temperatures, the following approximation was made. It 

was also assumed that the Nusselt number equations governing heat transfer coefficient were not 

affected by a small amount of condensation within the air stream. 

While a temperature decrease on the cooling-side of the heat exchanger results in condensation, 

a temperature increase on the heating-side of the heat exchanger results in the decrease of the relative 

humidity although specific humidity remains constant. The following equations describe humidity effects 

in the HX and must be solved separately for each of the cold and hot channels. 

Water vapour pressure is calculated using the equation  

 
𝑝𝑣 = 𝜑 ∙ 𝑒

[77.3450+0.0057𝑇−(
7235

𝑇
)]

𝑇8.2  
 

(59) 

where ϕ is the relative humidity of the air, and T is the dry-bulb temperature in K [70]. Once the water 

vapour pressure is calculated, the humidity ratio can be calculated using the equation 

 𝜔 =
0.622 ∙ 𝑝𝑣

𝑝 − 𝑝𝑣
 (60) 

where p is the total pressure in Pa [71]. Dry air mass flowrate can be calculated using the equation 
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 �̇�𝑑 𝑎 =
�̇�𝑖𝑛

1 − 𝜔𝑖𝑛
 (61) 

where �̇�𝑖𝑛 is the inlet mass flowrate, and 𝜔𝑖𝑛 is the inlet humidity ratio. 

The specific enthalpy of air can be expressed through the equation [70] 

 
ℎ = 1.006𝑇 + 𝜔(2501 + 1.86𝑇) 

(62) 

Once specific enthalpies are calculated, the ratio of sensible cooling to total cooling in the HX can be 

compared using the equation 

 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
�̇�𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒

�̇�𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

=
�̇�𝑐𝑝∆𝑇

�̇�∆ℎ
=

𝑐𝑝∆𝑇

∆ℎ
 (63) 

where cp is assumed to be constant at 1.006 kJ/(kg K). When determining the amount of heat transfer that 

occurs sensibly during the formation of condensation, it is known that the outlet temperature of the 

stream will be a value between the dew point temperature and the outlet temperature calculated if the 

heat transfer were assumed to be all sensible. Knowing this, the outlet temperature of the cooling stream 

can be iterated until the value determined by the thermoelectric equations, Qc, is the same as the value 

calculated by the change in enthalpy. At this point, the outlet temperature reflects the actual outlet 

temperature in the cooling stream, and the sensible heat transfer, as well as the sensible cooling ratio, 

can be calculated. 

4.3.3 Heat Exchanger Design (Configuration) 

The prototype heat exchanger designed by Natural Resources Canada consisted of a modified 

Lifebreath model RNC5-ES heat recovery ventilator. A TEM-based heat transfer core was added to the 

HRV in a series configuration. The TEM heat transfer core used two sets of TEM heat exchangers in parallel, 

each of which consists of a set of 16 thermoelectric modules sandwiched between two heat sinks [72]. 

Electrical wiring of the TEMs was modelled with equal current flowed through each TEM.  
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The thermoelectric modules used in the prototype are TEC1-12714 single-stage thermoelectric 

modules, which are 50 mm by 50 mm in area and contain 127 junctions [73]. These modules have a 

maximum achievable temperature difference of 70°C, with a corresponding maximum current of 14A. 

The finned plate heat exchangers are 10 inches long by 10 inches wide, with fins extending 2 1/16” 

out from the plate. The base plate is 3/16” thick, the fin thickness is 1/16”, and there are 58 fins in total. 

To initially model the heat exchanger designed by NRCan, one heat exchanger section was 

considered, consisting of one cooling-side flow channel, one heating-side flow channel, and one set of 

thermoelectrics sandwiched between these channels. To account for the modelling of one of the two 

parallel TEM heat exchangers, the HRV flow through the modelled section was reduced by 50%.  
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Chapter 5 – Results and Discussion 

5.1 Heat Sink Parametric Analyses 

Since the scope of the research was limited to theoretical results, published papers with 

experimental results were sought out to verify results produced by the model. Gendebien et al. [66] 

published a paper regarding modelling and experimental validation of a commercial ventilation heat 

recovery exchanger, including experimental effectiveness at various flowrates from 30 to 95 CFM. 

Effectiveness for crossflow heat exchangers was defined as:  

 𝜀 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
𝑁𝑇𝑈0.22

𝐶𝑟
∙ (𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐶𝑟 ∙ 𝑁𝑇𝑈0.78) − 1)) (64) 

where NTU  was defined as 

 𝑁𝑇𝑈 =
𝑈𝐴

�̇�𝑚𝑖𝑛

 (65) 

where UA was given as the reciprocal of the sum of the thermal resistances. Heat capacity ratio, Cr, can 

be defined as  

 𝐶𝑟 =
�̇�𝑚𝑖𝑛

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (66) 

where �̇�𝑚𝑖𝑛  and �̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the minimum and maximum between the exhaust and supply capacity 

flowrates. Capacity flowrate for the supply and exhaust streams can be defined as  

 �̇� = 𝜌 ∙ �̇� ∙ 𝑐𝑝 (67) 

where ρ is the fluid density, �̇� is the volumetric flowrate in m3/s and cp is the heat capacity of the fluid. 
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5.1.1 Heat Sink Parametric Analysis 1 

The effectiveness values for the heat sink used in the NRCan prototype were compared to the 

values in the literature [66]. This comparison was chosen since experimental data collected by the authors 

comes from a standard commercial HRV, a respectable basis for comparison. 

To verify if the effectiveness values for the heat sink could reach values similar to the literature, 

heat sink parameters were altered, performing a sensitivity analysis on the effects of number of fins, fin 

thickness, fin spacing, and height of the fins.  

Parameters such as length of the heat exchanger, width of the heat exchanger, and base plate 

thickness were fixed due to the fixed dimensions of the casing holding the heat exchanger. The sensitivity 

analyses were performed at the half-scaled low flowrate (30 CFM half-scaled) and the high flowrate (95 

CFM half-scaled) tests evaluated in the paper [66].  

The first parametric analysis involved keeping the fin spacing constant at 2 mm, while varying the 

number of fins, fin thickness, and height of fins. The test cases for the first parametric evaluation are listed 

below in Table 1. 

Table 1: Heat sink parameters for first parametric evaluation 

Parameter (Unit) Original Value Tested Values Increment 

Number of Fins (#) 29 16 – 45 1 

Fin Thickness (mm) 1.5875 0.8667 – 6.0625 Varying 

Fin Spacing (mm) 2.8915 2 None 

Fin Height (in.) 2  1/16 1 – 8 1 
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The reason behind a varying incremental fin thickness is that with a fixed fin spacing and total 

width of the heat exchanger, increasing the number of fins means an inversely proportional fin thickness.  

To understand the effects of varying these heat sink parameters, performance results were 

exported from Fortran and analyzed in Excel. The first plot that was developed was that of heat exchanger 

effectiveness versus number of fins, at varying heights for the high and low flowrate cases, respectively. 

These plots can be found below in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.  

 

Fig. 15: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 
different fin lengths; Parametric test 1 at 47.5 CFM flowrate 
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Fig. 16: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 
different fin lengths; Parametric test 1 at 15 CFM flowrate 

 

For each of these plots, as the height of the fin increases, the size and cost of the heat exchanger 

increase, while the increase in effectiveness decreases, making it less worthwhile to increase the fin 

height. To choose a height with a reasonable system effectiveness while considering heat sink cost 

considerations, the 4-inch fin height was chosen for further evaluation. Plots of effectiveness versus 

number of fins were developed to highlight only the 4-inch fin height case, at the high and low flowrates. 

To highlight the improvements made by optimizing the heat sink parameters, the effectiveness values of 

the original heat sink were also plotted. These plots can be seen below in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 17: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 4” fin 
length; Parametric test 1 at 47.5 CFM flowrate 

 

Fig. 18: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 4” fin 

length; Parametric test 1 at 15 CFM flowrate 
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while the low flowrate case results in an increase in effectiveness of about 9.4% over the originally 

specified heat sink. 

5.1.2 Heat Sink Parametric Analysis 2 

The second parametric evaluation performed involved keeping the fin thickness constant at 1/16” 

(1.5875 mm), with a varying number of fins and height of fins. The test cases for the second parametric 

evaluation are listed below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Heat sink parameters for second parametric evaluation 

Parameter (Unit) Original Value Tested Values Increment 

Number of Fins (#) 29 16 – 45 1 

Fin Thickness (mm) 1.5875 1.5875 None 

Fin Spacing (mm) 2.8915 1.2628 – 6.7733 Varying 

Fin Height (in.) 2  1/16 1 – 8 1 

Given a fixed fin thickness and total width of the heat exchanger, increasing the number of fins 

proportionally reduces fin spacing.  

The second parametric evaluation showed similar trends to those of Fig. 17 and 18, therefore 

further evaluation was performed using a fin height of 4 inches for each of the flowrate cases. Fig. 19 

below was developed for the high flowrate case. Other plots pertaining to the second parametric analysis 

can be found in Appendix A.1. 
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Fig. 19: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 4” fin 
length; Parametric test 2 at high flowrate 

An increasing number of fins produces an increasing effectiveness. However, the orange line 

represents the point at which the fin spacing drops below 2 mm, which becomes a less realistic heat sink 
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parametric test. Given a lower fin thickness to spacing ratio in parametric test 1 (1.395 to 2) versus 

parametric test 2 (1.5875 to 2), the optimal value of parametric test 1 was preferred.  

Before concluding that the heat sink design from parametric test 1 was the optimal value for a 
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the addition of unpowered TEMs, it was found that the optimal number of fins and spacing remained the 

same, however with lesser improvements to the effectiveness at optimal conditions. For the high flowrate 
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the TEMs would typically be powered when the HRV is operating, it was decided that the improvement 

to the heat sink could be justified with or without TEMs sandwiched in between. 

5.1.3 Heat Sink Performance Comparisons 

Given the results obtained by varying the heat sink parameters, it is recommended that the heat 

sink be redesigned to optimize performance and have 38 fins, a fin thickness of 1.395 mm, a fin spacing 

of 2 mm, and a fin height of 4 inches.  

A plot comparing the published HRV experimental performance collected by Gendebien et al. 

against the original heat sink performance and the optimized heat sink performance can be found below 

in Fig. 20.  

 

Fig. 20: Effectiveness vs flowrate for the published experimental 

results1, optimized heat sink, and original heat sink 

Although the optimized heat sink performance does not reach the published values 

experimentally obtained by Gendebien et al. [66], system performance can be seen to dramatically 
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improve using the optimized heat sink against the original. Published HRV effectiveness remains higher 

due to the type and geometry of heat exchanger used in the experiment; the HRV analyzed by Gendebien 

et al. [66] used counterflow synthetic corrugated polystyrene channels, which offer a much greater 

surface area for enhancing heat transfer. The published HRV performance is therefore not a fair 

comparison to make to the optimized heat sink performance; however, as a reference to the published 

results, it shows that the optimized heat sink offers a respectable performance. With an increased heat 

exchanger area, it is reasonable to assume that the optimized performance may reach the published 

values for this residential HRV.  

5.2.1 Independent Variables for Simulations 

With optimized heat sink parameters, the independent system inputs were now limited to 

flowrate, current, and inlet supply (outdoor) air temperature. To perform further analyses, these were 

varied. 

Applied current was varied depending on the thermoelectric module, from zero current to the 

maximum current specified on the manufacturer data sheet, in 1 Amp intervals. This range was chosen as 

the maximum current supplied by the manufacturer cannot be exceeded physically. However, at greater 

currents, the heating temperature difference (ΔT) across the heating-side would reach unnecessarily high 

values. Therefore, values of ΔT that were extreme (greater than 30°C) were omitted from the data 

analysis. 

The flowrate for analysis was chosen as 80 CFM (0.0378 m3/s), in conjunction with CAN/CSA-C439-

18, the CSA Standard for Laboratory methods of test for rating the performance of heat/energy-recovery 

ventilators [74]. This standard for testing of HRV systems states that experiments should be run at the 

maximum flowrate specified in the manufacturer datasheet. Since NRCan modified a standard commercial 

Lifebreath RNC5-ES HRV, this model and its specifications were chosen as the basis for simulations. 
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Lifebreath specifies that for the model RNC5-ES HRV, the maximum operational flowrate is 160 CFM [75]. 

80 CFM represents a 50% reduction of the maximum flowrate.  

Inlet supply temperature (outdoor air temperature) was varied from -15°C to 10°C in 5°C intervals. 

This range of temperatures was chosen to obtain results for the heating mode of the HRV system. In 

conjunction with the CSA standard for testing heat recovery ventilators, the exhaust inlet temperature 

(temperature leaving the home) was simulated at 22°C. This value of 22°C was used as the exhaust inlet 

temperature for every simulation.  

The inputs which were varied, as well as the range of simulation test conditions can be seen below 

in Table 3. 

Table 3: Inputs which were varied during simulations, including 
range and intervals of test conditions 

Input Range of Test Conditions Interval of Test Conditions 

Current 0 to Maximum   1 Amp 

Flowrate 80 CFM - 

Inlet Supply 

Temperature 
-15°C to 10°C (heating)  5°C 

 

Using these varied inlet conditions, thermal performance data for the HRV was collected, 

including thermal power output, electrical power input, fan power input, and deltaT values, among other 

results.  
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5.2.2 Modification of Performance Metrics 

Experimental sensible heat recovery efficiency (SHRE) is defined by the CSA standard [74] as  

 𝐸𝑆𝐻𝑅 =
(∑ 𝑀𝑠 𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡5 𝑖 − 𝑡1 𝑖) ∙ ∆𝜃) − 𝑄𝑆𝐹 − 𝑄𝑆𝐻 − 𝑄𝐶 − 𝑄𝐷 − 𝑄𝐿

(∑ 𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡3 𝑖 − 𝑡1 𝑖) ∙ ∆𝜃) + 𝑄𝐸𝐹 + 𝑄𝐸𝐻

 (68) 

where 

n is the total number of measurements, 

I is the measurement number, 

Δθ  is the time between flow measurements, 

Ms,I  is the net mass flowrate of the supply side, 

Cp is the fluid heat capacity,, 

t5,I is the supply side outlet temperature, 

t1,I is the supply side inlet temperature, 

QSF  is the supply stream energy input from the fans, 

QSH  is the compressor and heater energy use in the supply stream, 

QC  is the casing heat transfer, 

QD  is the energy used for defrost, 

QL is the heat loss due to casing leakage, 

Mmax,I is the maximum airflow rate between the supply and exhaust streams, 

t3,I is the exhaust side inlet temperature, 

QEF  is the exhaust stream energy input from the fans, 

and QSH  is the heater energy use in the exhaust stream. 

 

Since this sensible heat recovery efficiency is experimental and uses units of energy, numerator 

and denominator of equation 68 were divided by the time step to express the result in terms of power. 

The equation was also modified by neglecting the values of    Δθ   QSH, QC, QD, QL and QSH and adding the 

power used by the thermoelectric modules to better represent a TEM-HRV. The modified equation can 

be defined as  

 𝐸𝑆𝐻𝑅 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 =
𝑀𝑠

̇ ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡5 − 𝑡1) − 𝑄𝑆𝐹

�̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡3 − 𝑡1) + 𝑄𝐸𝐹 + 𝑊𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

 (69) 
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where Welec is the electrical power used by the TEMs. It should be noted that since the simulation does 

not rely on multiple time-based measurements, the subscript i was dropped from Eqn. 69. 

This modified equation was used to evaluate sensible efficiency of the TEM HRV system, for 

comparison with manufacturer values at specified conditions. 

Heating COP is defined as the energy contributing to heating divided by the electrical energy put 

into the system. However, for a TEM-HRV system, the heating COP does not give an idea of relative 

performance with and without the TEMs. To account for this, the following equation was derived, 

considering the energy delivered to the hot-side air stream by the TEM-HRV system (minus the electrical 

energy delivered to the TEM), compared to the heat that would be delivered by an HRV system without 

TEMs. This performance metric was named the “Heat Transfer Enhancement Factor” or “HTEF” as an 

acronym. 

 𝐻𝑇𝐸𝐹 =
𝑄ℎ 𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

𝑄ℎ 𝐻𝑅𝑉𝑁𝑜𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (70) 

A HTEF of 1 represents the point at which the net energy gain (Qh minus electrical energy) is equal 

to the amount of energy that would be transferred using a standard HRV-HX of the same dimensions. The 

interesting value obtained by the HTEF metric is that it indicates performance relative to the bare HRV-

HX with an electrical heater (COP = 1) in series. At values below 1, the bare HRV and an electrical heater 

would outperform the TEM-HRV system. At values above 1, the bare HRV and electrical heater is 

outperformed by the TEM-HRV. A HTEF of greater than 1 therefore represents the operation at which the 

TEM-HRV is providing a benefit over a normal HRV-HX. 

The HTEF defined in Equation 70 was used to evaluate system performance in subsequent results 

sections. 
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5.3.1 Latent Heating Effects 

Since the TEM-HRV system was modelled with the assumption of only sensible heating and 

cooling, the effects of latent heat were evaluated. While a sensible heat process involves a change in 

temperature  of a single-phase substance (in this case air with a constant specific (or absolute) humidity), 

a latent heat process involves a change of state (in this case from water vapour to liquid water, i.e., 

condensation) . Sensible heating of a flowing fluid is represented by the equation 

 �̇�𝑆 = �̇�𝑐𝑝∆𝑇 (71) 

 While the rate of heat transfer required in a process involving a phase change is given by the 

equation 

 �̇�𝑇 = �̇�∆𝐻 (72) 

Where ΔH represents the change in enthalpy associated with the change of state, in kJ/kg. 

Dividing sensible heating by total heating results in the mass flowrate terms cancelling out and thus 

resulting in a sensible heating fraction. 

Below in Fig. 21, a labelled psychometric chart can be seen which identifies the processes behind 

sensible heating and cooling. This psychometric chart is part of a software developed by Marsh [76], in 

which psychometric properties of air can be evaluated at different conditions. 
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Fig. 21: Psychrometric chart with labelled sensible heating and cooling processes 

The bottom axis of the plot is the dry bulb temperature (in °C), while the right-hand axis 

represents the humidity ratio (HR), in g of water/kg of air. It can be seen on the plots for mixtures of air 

with fixed moisture content, that sensible cooling is represented by a temperature decrease at a constant 

humidity ratio (i.e., absolute humidity), while sensible heating is a temperature increase at a constant 

humidity ratio. The dew point on this chart represents the temperature at which the relative humidity of 

air reaches 100% during a cooling process. When the cooling process reaches the dew point latent heat 

transfer and condensation start to occur. 

 The heating stream through the HRV was evaluated using the psychrometric chart software seen 

in Fig. A 14. The process for heating a supply air inlet at 0°C temperature, 2.8 g/kg HR (at a 75% relative 

humidity as specified in CAN/CSA-C439-18) sensibly to a temperature of 20°C can be seen below in Fig. 

22. 
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Fig. 22: Sensible heating of air from 0°C, 2.8 g/kg HR to 20°C 

 Assuming a constant specific heat of 1.006 kJ/(kg K), the sensible heating for this process is equal 

to �̇�*20.12 kJ/kg, while the total heating is equal to �̇�*20.22 kJ/kg, a difference of 0.52%. 

The cooling stream through the HRV was also determined using the psychometric software. The 

process for cooling a supply air inlet at 22°C temperature, 6.5 g/kg HR (at a 40% relative humidity, as 

specified in CAN/CSA-C439-18) to a temperature of 0.5°C can be seen below in Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 23: Cooling of air from 22°C, 6.5 g/kg HR to 0.5°C 

Cooling from 22°C to the dew point (7.66°C), occurs sensibly. Assuming a constant specific heat 

of 1.006 kJ/(kg K), the sensible cooling for this process is equal to �̇�*14.43 kJ/kg, while the total cooling 

is equal to �̇�*14.60 kJ/kg, a difference of 1.21%. This difference can be attributed to temperature 

dependency of the specific heat value, which was assumed to be constant, as well as rounding of the 

values obtained from the psychrometric chart software. 

Cooling from 22°C to 0.5°C, however, involves latent heat transfer. Sensible cooling for this 

process is equal to �̇�*21.63 kJ/kg, while total cooling is equal to �̇�*28.36 kJ/kg, a difference of 26.94%.  

To explore another case, cooling a supply air inlet at 22°C temperature, 10 g/kg HR (60% RH) to a 

temperature of 0.5°C was explored. Sensible cooling for this process is once again equal to �̇�*21.63 kJ/kg, 

however total cooling is equal to �̇�*37.26 kJ/kg, a difference of 53.1%. Given the significant amount of 

latent heat transfer occurring based on these sample calculations, the model was modified to include 

latent heat transfer.  It was clear that under conditions involving condensation, latent heat should be 

accounted for. 
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5.3.2 Defrost Cycles 

 The Lifebreath model RNC5-ES HRV uses a defrost cycle when outdoor supply temperatures in the 

device drop below freezing. The defrost feature is assumed to be implemented into the systems being 

considered, however is difficult to model.  

 To evaluate whether freezing would have a large effect on the energy balance used in the model, 

the heat transfer effects from the freezing of condensation were explored. An example case was simulated 

for the 4x4 TEM-HX, in which the exhaust temperature reached 0°C and 100% RH, while supply 

temperature reached 10°C, at a flowrate of 30.5 CFM and applied current of 4A. The average outlet 

temperature of the exhaust stream was found to be -4.75°C. Although these conditions do not exactly 

represent realistic exhaust and supply temperatures, they were chosen for the purpose of this analysis to 

quantify potential effects. It was assumed that condensation would form in the exhaust stream due to 

decreasing the temperature along the dew point line, and that the resulting condensate would freeze due 

to below-zero temperatures. Physically, this is not how the solidification (freezing) process works, 

however this assumption was made to evaluate whether results with below-freezing temperatures could 

be considered valid. 

For this simulation, changes in humidity ratio and dry-air mass flowrate (mass 

flowrate/(1+humidity ratio)) were determined at each node, and multiplied to obtain the rate of 

formation of condensation at each node. Summing this value for all 16 nodes, for a value of 0.00192 g/s, 

and multiplying by the enthalpy of fusion for ice (355.55 J/g), produced the heat transfer rate caused by 

the phase change from water to ice. In this example, the heat transfer caused by the phase change was 

equal to 6.4 W, while the total heat transfer rate (latent and sensible) in the exhaust stream was 134.9 W. 

The total heat transfer rate (latent and sensible) in the supply stream was 495.3 W. Therefore, had this 

6.4 W been considered in the energy balance, the total energy balance would not be significantly affected. 
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Given these results, the heat transfer caused by the formation of ice was considered negligible for 

the energy balance of the entire heat exchanger system. Simulation results therefore included below 

freezing temperatures. However, when considering real life application, the formation and freezing of 

condensation must be considered and monitored, as ice buildup would cause operational issues. 

5.4 Crossflow Configuration with Various Thermoelectric Modules 

According to the polynomial characterization outlined by Ferrotec [51], the Seebeck coefficient, 

electrical resistance, and thermal conductance are functions of the number of junctions in the 

thermoelectric module, as well as the maximum current, each of which are outlined in manufacturer 

datasheets.  

The TEM initially chosen for the prototype unit was a TEC127-14, with 127 junctions, a maximum 

current of 14A, and a footprint of 50 mm by 50 mm [72]. To investigate if this was well matched to this 

application, other commercially-available TEM devices were simulated, and the system’s performance 

compared for each case.   

Cramp’s [18] research on a TEM heat exchanger system involved the comparison of 4 different 

types of thermoelectric modules and determined that the CT-09CQ model thermoelectric would have the 

highest performance of the four. Although Cramp’s analysis involved the use of a water-to-water heat 

exchanger, TEM-plate temperatures and temperature differences were similar to those of an air-to-air 

heat exchanger. Given Cramp’s analysis, this TEM model was chosen to compare to the TEC127. The CT-

09CQ has 127 junctions, a maximum current of 9A, and a footprint of 40 mm by 40 mm [77].  

Because the TEC127-14 and CT-09CQ models each have 127 junctions, it was decided that a third 

TEM with a different number of junctions should be evaluated. Therefore, the CP14-199 thermoelectric 

module, with 199 junctions, was chosen for performance analysis [78]. The CP14-199 has a maximum 

current of 8.6 A, and a footprint of 40 mm by 40 mm.  
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A table summarizing the input characteristics for each of these TEM models is given  in Table 4 

below. 

Table 4: Summary of TEM characteristics including maximum 
current, number of junctions, and footprint 

Thermoelectric Model 
Maximum 

Current (A) 

Number of 

Junctions 

Footprint L(mm) x 

W(mm) 

TEC127-14 14 127 50 x 50 

CT-09CQ 9 127 40 x 40 

CP14-199 8.6 199 40 x 40 

 

Since the Ferrotec (51) polynomial equations were used to characterize the values of Seebeck 

effect (α), electrical resistance and thermal conductivity (K) for each of the TEM models, an analysis was 

performed to verify the accuracy of these equations. The reason for this analysis was to verify that the 

Ferrotec equations would be suitable for TEMs not manufactured by Ferrotec. To evaluate the polynomial 

equations, TEM manufacturer operating curves were consulted, and arbitrary points chosen from these 

curves to represent a range of conditions for each TEM model. For each point, operating current, hot-side 

temperature and cold-side temperature were used to determine a cooling-side performance and these 

were compared to values predicted by the model. The operating points selected, and their corresponding 

values are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Cooling-side performance from TEM model plots and 
predicted from the model for various operating conditions 

 

 

 The results show that for a larger applied current and a larger plate temperature difference, error 

increases for the polynomial characterization recommended by Martinez et al. [52]. However, when 

performing simulations for the given input conditions, lower applied currents and plate temperature 

differences were noted.  It can also be seen that between the TEM models, TEC127-14 appears to have 

the least error associated with the Ferrotec polynomial equations. 

For each TEM, model output data was collected for the crossflow configuration at the varying 

input conditions listed in Section 5.2. Using the HTEF metric developed in Section 5.3, performance 

between the TEMs were evaluated at identical input conditions for a 4x4 array of TEMs. Figures 24, Fig. 

25 and Fig. 26 show plots of HTEF versus outdoor temperature for various applied currents, for the 

TEC127-14, CT-09CQ, and CP14-199 modules respectively, at flowrates of 80 CFM, representative of half 

the full-scale unit’s recommended flowrate. 

TEM I (Amps) Tphot (°C) Tpcold (°C) DT (°C) Qc (Manufacturer Plot) Qc (Modelled) % Difference Absolute Error (W)

3 27 27 0 44 43.19 0.93 -

3 27 -5 32 0 -0.83 - -0.83

6 27 27 0 81.25 76.94 2.72 -

6 27 -25 52 0 -2.74 - -2.74

9 27 27 0 110 101.27 4.13 -

9 27 -36.5 63.5 0 -5.04 - -5.04

0.5 27 17 10 0 -0.32 - -0.32

9 27 17 10 64 65.60 1.24 -

2 27 -3 30 0 2.00 - 2.00

9 27 -3 30 38 41.71 4.65 -

4.5 27 -23 50 0 4.48 - 4.48

9 27 -23 50 13 17.89 15.83 -

0.5 27 17 10 0 0.03 - 0.03

8.6 27 17 10 95 98.23 1.67 -

1.66 27 -3 30 0 -1.40 - -1.40

8.6 27 -3 30 65 62.45 2.00 -

3.33 27 -23 50 0 -3.82 - -3.82

8.6 27 -23 50 33.3 26.79 10.84 -

TEC127-14

09-CQ

CP-199
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Fig. 24: HTEF versus outdoor temperature at various currents for 

an array of 4x4 TEC127-14 modules at a flowrate of 80 CFM 

 

Fig. 25: HTEF versus outdoor temperature at various currents for 
an array of 4x4 CT-09CQ modules at a flowrate of 80 CFM 
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Fig. 26: HTEF versus outdoor temperature at various currents for a 
4x4 array of CP14-199 modules at a flowrate of 80 CFM 

 

Figures 24 and 26 show that the performance of the TEC127-14 and the CP14-199 are similar. 

When operating at higher applied currents, each of these models reaches an HTEF of 1 for an outdoor 

temperature of 0°C and exceeds an HTEF of 2 for an outdoor supply temperature of 10°C. The CT-09CQ 

model can therefore be ruled out for application; failing to reach an HTEF of 1 at an outdoor temperature 

of -15°C, and failing to reach an HTEF of 2 at an outdoor temperature of 10°C. 

Since a greater HTEF and heat transfer rate across the heating-side are desired, Figure 27 

compares both TEM models to establish which TEM would be best suited for operation in the HRV system. 

For each, HTEF versus heating-side heat transfer rate was plotted for a supply inlet temperature of 0° and 

a flowrate of 80 CFM. 
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Fig. 27: Performance and qHeating comparison between TEM 
models at outdoor temp of 0°C, flowrate of 80 CFM, exhaust air 

temp of 22°C 

Calculated values of HTEF vs heating-side power output (i.e., qHeating) are plotted for each of the 

TEM models operating at different applied currents.   

Results from Fig. 27 indicate that the TEC127-14 slightly outperforms the other TEM models, given 

that it is the steepest curve, and exhibits slightly greater COPs at an exhaust-air outlet temperatures of 

22°C. The CP14-199 is seen to exhibit similar performance to the TEC127-14, over a very narrow range. 

Figure 27 indicates that the CT-09CQ is the worst performing of the three TEMs. Additional plots 

comparing the performance of these TEMs at different supply inlet temperatures, are given in Appendix 

A.2, and indicate similar trends as shown in Fig. 27. 

When comparing the figure-of-merit values, (i.e., Z values) for the three TEMs, the TEC127-14 had 

a value of 0.002325, CT-09CQ had a value of 0.002314, and CP14-199 had a value of 0.002320. These 

figure-of-merit values reflect what can be seen in Fig. 27. The ZT values obtained for each of these TEMs 

were found to be around 0.66. Compared with the larger ZT values (e.g., greater that 1) mentioned in the 

literature [48], this difference can be attributed to the lower mean temperatures at which the TEMs 
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operate in this application compared to the much higher operating temperatures referred to in the 

previous studies.  

Due to NRCan already purchasing the TEC127-14 models, and greater performance from this TEM 

model, the TEC127-14 was chosen as the selected TEM for the remainder of the results and analysis.  

5.5.1 TEM Model “Blackbox” Solution 

As manufacturers are required to submit their products for certification testing and rating it was 

considered important to recommend a performance indices that could be determined by taking non-

intrusive measurements. As such a “blackbox” solution was developed based on the results of 

measurements taken at the inlets and outlets of the airflow steams.  Combined with electrical power 

consumption, a metric called the “TEM Electrical Input Factor” or “TEIF” was developed and can be used 

to compare TEM-HRV units, i.e.,  

 𝑇𝐸𝐼𝐹 =
𝑄ℎ 𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

𝑄ℎ 𝑈𝑛𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (73) 

 

The TEIF represents the net heat transfer (i.e., heating heat transfer rate minus electrical power), 

divided by the amount of heat transfer that occurs when the TEM is unpowered. The TEIF for the TEC127-

14 was calculated, for an array of 4x4 TEMs sandwiched between two of the optimized heat exchangers 

as recommended in Section 5.1.3. Fig. 28 shows a plot of TEIF versus supply (outdoor) temperature. 
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Fig. 28: TEIF vs outdoor temperature for the TEC127-14, at a flowrate of 80 CFM, exhaust inlet temperature of 22°C 

Each of the different coloured curves represent an applied current, while points along each curve 

represent various supply inlet temperatures. To calculate the TEIF based on the experiment, the supply 

stream inlet and outlet temperatures, flowrate, and electrical input would be required. These values can 

then be used to evaluate the increase in performance at an applied current to the TEM heat exchanger as 

comparted to the unpowered TEM-array.  A higher TEIF value is indicative a greater enhancement of heat 

transfer associated with the use of TEM modules. 

5.5.2 Pressure Drop 
 

For the TEC127-14 system with a mass flowrate of 80 CFM (i.e., 160 CFM for the full scale system), 

the average pressure drop across each side of the heat exchanger was calculated to be 25.31 Pa. When 

compared with the manufacturer’s data for the LifeBreath RNC5-ES HRV, the static pressure for the 160 

CFM case shows a static pressure of 0.1” H2O, equal to 24.91 Pa [75], a difference of about 1.6%.  This 
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indicates that the model is delivering an accurate pressure drop, and subsequent fan power, calculation 

for the TEC127-14 heat exchanger. 

5.5.3 Energy Balance and Temperature Profiles 

 To evaluate the nodal approach taken for the modelling of the TEM crossflow configuration, an 

energy balance for the results was calculated for the array of 4x4 TEC127-14 modules operating at a 

flowrate of 80 CFM, as shown in Fig. 24. The energy balance was performed by comparing the summed 

Qh values for all the nodes of the heating stream, against the ‘calculated’ �̇�𝑐𝑝∆𝑇 values based on the 

average inlet and outlet temperatures of the entire stream. Figure 29 shows the percent differences 

obtained between the collected and calculated energy values for varying supply inlet (i.e., outdoor) 

temperatures and applied currents, for a flowrate of 80 CFM.  

 

Fig. 29: Percent Difference for Energy Balance at the corresponding data point 

The maximum percent difference was found to be 2.61%, and most are seen to be below 1%. The 

percent differences shown can be attributed to the properties of air used for the calculations, that were 
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calculated at the average temperature of each node. By comparison, for the ‘calculated’ (i.e., �̇�𝑐𝑝∆𝑇) 

values, the properties of air were evaluated at the average temperature of the airstream. 

A temperature profile was also selected for a sample case. Table 6 lists cooling and heating-side 

outlet temperatures for the 4x4 array TEM heat exchanger, at an exhaust inlet temperature of 22°C, a 

supply inlet (i.e., outdoor) temperature of 0°C, an applied current of 2 A, and a flowrate of 30.5 CFM. 

Temperatures are specified at each node of the exhaust and supply streams. 

Table 6: Temperature profile for TEM heat exchanger at exhaust inlet temperature of 22°C, 
supply inlet (outdoor) temperature of 0°C, applied current of 2 A, and flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

 

 

 The corresponding inlet temperatures are also represented in the tables. On the exhaust side, as 

N increases, temperature values decrease, while on the supply side, as M increases, temperature values 

increase. Temperature difference plots for the nodes were created for this example and can be found in 

Appendix A.4. These plots visually represent the air-to-air temperature differences throughout the nodes 

of the heat exchanger. 

Inlet N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4

 M = 1 22.00 14.65 8.83 5.75 3.34

 M = 2 22.00 15.91 10.82 7.14 5.17

M = 3 22.00 17.03 12.71 9.02 6.72

M = 4 22.00 18.03 14.40 11.14 8.34

Exhaust (Cooling Side) Outlet Temperatures (°C)

N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4

Inlet 0 0 0 0

 M = 1 7.74 6.55 6.03 5.56

M = 2 14.53 12.51 11.35 10.63

M = 3 20.55 17.89 16.18 15.16

M = 4 25.68 22.74 20.67 19.18

Supply (Heating Side) Outlet Temperatures (°C)
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5.5.4 Limitations of Model  

As shown in Fig. 28, the data point for a 1A applied current and -15°C outdoor temperature is 

omitted from the plot. This point represents a limitation of the model, in which convergence of plate 

temperatures results in a negative value of electrical work. The model was tested with a different mesh 

area (i.e., 6 nodes by 6 nodes), with the same resulting values of negative work. This model limitation 

occurs with a low applied current and a large temperature difference in a node, caused by the difference 

in supply and exhaust-side node temperatures. This limitation can be explained by requiring the net heat 

transfer (Qnet) defined as Qh minus Qc, must be positive or the heat transfer would be in the opposite of 

the desired direction. Combining these equations results in the equation 

 
𝑄𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝛼𝐼(𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 ℎ − 𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐) + 𝐼2𝑅 

(74) 

Since Qnet cannot be less than zero, this equation is bound by the inequality 

 
𝐼2𝑅 ≥ 𝛼𝐼(𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐 − 𝑇𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 ℎ) 

(75) 

This means that the product of the Seebeck coefficient and plate temperature differences must 

be less than or equal to the voltage, V (i.e., IR) otherwise the net heat transfer is negative. When this 

inequality was evaluated for the 1A cases shown in Fig. 28, the only supply temperature at which the 

conditions were not satisfied was that of the -15°C case, due to the large difference between the exhaust 

inlet temperature, 22°C, and supply inlet temperature -15°C, causing for a greater difference between the 

TEM-plate temperatures.  

This limitation may also be explained by the common application of the TEM as a thermoelectric 

generator, which is when a temperature difference between the plates of the thermoelectric is used to 

generate power, the reverse process of the current application. A large forced-temperature difference 
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between the plates of the TEM in this 1A, -15°C case may be causing for the current in the TEM heat 

transfer to reverse direction. 

When encountering low-current and high temperature difference cases, the condition shown in 

Equation 76 should be evaluated, and caution executed to ensure that the TEMs operate properly. 

5.6.1 Configuration Analysis 

The NRCan prototype consists of a TEX-HX added downstream of the existing HRV heat exchanger. To gain 

an understanding of how performance is affected by configuration, different configurations based upon 

inlet and outlet locations were modelled. The Lifebreath manufacturer datasheet provides sensible 

recovery efficiencies for the RNC5-ES model at various testing conditions. At a supply inlet temperature 

of 0°C and an airflow rate of 61 CFM, the SRE for the RNC5-ES is 65%, while at a supply inlet temperature 

of -25°C at an airflow rate of 65 CFM, the SRE is 64%. To examine the ideal configuration for the combined 

HRV – TEM configurations. six different configurations were tested. The first four configurations involve 

the use of both an HRV heat exchanger and TEM-based HRV heat exchanger, while the last two use two 

HRV heat exchangers without TEMs. The last two configurations were tested to evaluate whether 

minimum supply temperatures could be achieved without the use of a TEM-based heat 

exchanger. Configurations involving two TEM heat exchangers were not considered, since the 

configurations involving a single TEM HX were already shown to operate the TEMs at smaller applied 

currents than their maximums. 

To name the configurations, a nomenclature was proposed. It should be noted that for each 

separate heat-exchanger, the flow configuration is crossflow. However, since multiple heat-exchanger 

units were placed in series, airflow configurations were difficult to name. For the configurations in which 

supply and exhaust inlets were located on the same unit, the flow stream was considered “co-current 

flow”, and the abbreviation “CCF” used. For the configurations in which supply and exhaust inlets were 
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located on separate heat exchanger units, the flow stream was considered “counterflow” and the 

abbreviation “CF” used. Although these flow orientations do not represent true co-current and counter 

current flow directions, this naming convention was proposed to simplify the nomenclature. 

The TEM-side heat-exchanger was specified as “TEM”, while the HRV-side heat-exchanger was 

specified as “HRV”. For the co-current flow case, the inlet side was specified first in the naming 

convention, with the outlet side listed second. For the counterflow case, the side with fresh supply air 

inlet from outdoors was specified as “(FR)”, while the stale exhaust air inlet from the house was specified 

as “(EX)”. For the configurations without a TEM heat exchanger, the configuration was specified in the 

name as “HRV-HRV”.  ames of each of the configurations can be found below. 

Configuration 1 is a CCF case with inlets for both the (outdoor) supply and (indoor) exhaust 

streams on the HRV side and can be seen below in Fig. 30. This configuration has been named CCF-HRV-

TEM. 

HRV SIDE TEM SIDE
From Indoors

From Outdoors

To Outdoors

To House

 

Fig. 30: Configuration 1, CCF-HRV-TEM: exhaust and supply inlets on the HRV side 

Configuration 2 has inlets for both the supply and exhaust streams on the TEM side and can be 

seen below in Fig. 31. Initially configuration 2 had been run with an HRV in series, however it was noticed 

that the addition of an HRV-HX in series hinders performance, because the exhaust inlet temperature to 

the secondary HRV is lower than the supply inlet temperature, meaning that heat transfer occurs in the 

undesired direction. For this reason, configuration 2 was modified to exclude the HRV in series, and was 

subsequently named CCF-TEM. 
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TEM
From House

From Outdoors

To Outdoors

To House

 

Fig. 31: Configuration 2, CCF-TEM: exhaust and supply inlets on the TEM side 

Configuration 3 is “counterflow” and has the supply inlet on the TEM side, and the exhaust inlet 

on the HRV side, and can be seen below in Fig. 32. This configuration has been named CF-TEM(FR)-

HRV(EX). 

HRV SIDE
From House

To House From Outdoors

To Outdoors
TEM SIDE

 

Fig. 32: Configuration 3, CF-TEM(FR)-HRV(EX): supply inlet on the TEM side, exhaust inlet on the HRV side 

Configuration 4 has the supply inlet on the HRV side, and the exhaust inlet on the TEM side, and 

can be seen below in Fig. 33. This configuration has been named CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX). 

TEM SIDE
From House

To House From Outdoors

To Outdoors
HRV SIDE

 

Fig. 33: Configuration 4, CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX): supply inlet on the HRV side, exhaust inlet on the TEM side 

Configuration 5 has the supply and exhaust inlets on one HRV side, followed by another HRV in 

series, and can be seen below in Fig. 34. Similar to configuration 2, the secondary HRV in this configuration 
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was found to hinder performance due to heat transfer in the opposite of the desired direction. The 

configuration was subsequently modified to only include a single HRV cores and has been named CCF-

HRV. 

HRV
From House

From Outdoors

To Outdoors

To House

 

Fig. 34: Configuration 5, CCF-HRV: exhaust and supply inlets on HRV side 

Configuration 6 is counterflow consisting of two HRV cores (without TEMs) in series and can be 

seen below in Fig. 35. This configuration has been named CF-HRV-HRV. 

HRV1 SIDE
From House

To House From Outdoors

To Outdoors
HRV2 SIDE

 

Fig. 35: Configuration 6, CF-HRV-HRV: supply and exhaust inlets on separate HRV units 

To determine the optimal configuration, the performance of each system was evaluated at the 

supply inlet conditions tested by the manufacturer.  

Fig. 36 below shows the performance (SRE) of each configuration versus Qtotal (heating-side) for 

an outdoor supply inlet temperature of 0°C and a flowrate of 30.5 CFM. For comparison, the 

manufacturer’s SRE for a single core HRV is shown at the normal rating condition. 
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Fig. 36: SRE vs Qtotal (heating-side) for configurations for 0°C inlet 

and flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

For the TEM-inclusive configurations, current starts at 0 A and increases by 1 A for every point to 

the right. As an example, applied currents for the CCF-TEM-HRV curve have been labelled. 

The manufacturer’s rated SRE for a single LifeBreath core is represented as the red triangular data 

point on the plot. This SRE was specified for a 0°C supply inlet temperature and flowrate of 61 CFM, equal 

to 30.5 CFM for the half-scaled model. The value of qTotal was calculated based on an assumed exhaust 

inlet temperature of 22°C. 

For the counterflow TEM configurations, SRE surpasses the manufacturer listed SRE at applied 

currents of 0 A and 1 A. However, at a current of 2 A and greater, SRE drops significantly with an increase 

in current. This is due to the greater electrical power input of the TEMs as current increases. 

The configurations without TEMs are represented on the plot as dots. Although these 

configurations display the greatest sensible recovery efficiency, the amount of heat that can be achieved 

for these systems is clearly much lower than those including TEMs. 
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The CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) showed the highest performance, however similar SRE values are shown 

for the CCF-HRV-TEM between an applied current of 2A and 3A. To evaluate SRE performance at varying 

outdoor temperatures, the configurations were also evaluated at a -25°C inlet temperature. 

Fig. 37 below shows a similar SRE plot between configurations at a -25°C inlet temperature and 

flowrate of 35 CFM.  

 

Fig. 37: SRE vs Qtotal (heating-side) for configurations for -25°C 
inlet and flowrate of 35 CFM 

Once again, the CCF-TEM-HRV curve has been labelled with applied currents as an example. Like 

Fig. 36, manufacturer SRE is included as a red triangular data point. This SRE was specified for a -25°C 

supply inlet temperature and flowrate of 70 CFM, equal to 35 CFM for the half-scaled model. The value of 

qTotal was calculated based on an assumed exhaust inlet temperature of 22°C. For these conditions, the 

counterflow TEM configurations surpass the manufacturer listed SRE at applied currents of 0A, 1A, and 

2A. It can again be seen that at an increasing current, SRE falls steeply for the counterflow cases. While 

the CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) configuration again appears to have the greatest performance overall, CF-

TEM(FR)-HRV(EX) outperforms the rest of the configurations at the low applied currents of 0A and 1A. 

However, the steep drop in performance at increasing currents is cause for concern. 
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 The configurations without TEMs once again display the greatest sensible recovery efficiency. 

However, they provide a more reasonable heating rate when compared to the TEM-inclusive 

configurations. At a 0°C outdoor temperature, CF-HRV-HRV provides heating of about 320 W (SRE of 

0.846) versus a maximum of about 624 W (SRE of 0.521) for the TEM-inclusive configurations, while at a -

25°C outdoor temperature, CF-HRV-HRV provides heating of about 792 W (SRE of 0.798) versus a 

maximum of about 1146 W (SRE of 0.542) for the TEM-inclusive configurations. This shows that the use 

of the TEM-HX configurations is more effective at transferring heat at higher outdoor (supply) 

temperatures relative to the bare HRV system. 

To further evaluate the performance of the different configurations, the HTEF metric was used. 

Since the HTEF metric compares system performance with and without the use of the TEM, the CF-HRV-

HRV configuration was used as the “baseline case”, excluding the TEMs. This baseline case is used in the 

denominator of the HTEF term. This is because this two-stage HX configuration has the highest qTotal 

(heating-side) without the use of the TEM. Figure 38 shows a plot of HTEF versus qTotal (heating-side) for 

the different configurations at a 0°C inlet temperature and flowrate of 30.5 CFM. 

 

Fig. 38: HTEF vs qTotal (heating-side) for different configurations 
at 0°C inlet and flowrate of 30.5 CFM 
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The CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) configuration shows the highest HTEF performance, however the CCF-

HRV-TEM performance exceeds that of the CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) at a current of 2A and 3A.  

For comparison, Fig. 39 shows HTEF versus qTotal (heating-side) between configurations for a -

25°C inlet temperature and flowrate of 35 CFM. 

 

Fig. 39: HTEF vs qTotal (heating-side) between configurations for -
25°C inlet and flowrate of 35 CFM 

Figure 39 shows that the CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) configuration has the highest  performance for the 

-25°C case. These results indicate that the performance of the  CCF-HRV-TEM is close to that of the CF-

HRV(FR)-TEM(EX). To further compare the performance of these configurations, results were plotted for 

supply inlet temperatures of -25°C, 0°C, and 10°C, at a fixed flowrate of 30.5 CFM. Fig. 40 shows the HTEF 

vs Qtotal (heating-side) for the CCF-HRV-TEM and CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) configurations at different supply 

inlet temperatures.  
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Fig. 40: HTEF versus qtotal heating for CCF-HRV-TEM and CF-HRV(FR)-

TEM(EX), at various inlet temperatures and a flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

It should be noted that a HTEF of less than 1 indicates that performance would be better with the 

use of a bare HRV-HX as opposed to a TEM-HX, because the net heat transferred (heating rate minus 

electrical power in) is less than that that would occur without the use of a TEM-HX. Each outdoor 

temperature curve shows an operating range with a HTEF of greater than 1. For both the counterflow and 

co-current flow configurations at different outdoor temperatures, a range is shown where the HTEF is 

greater than 1 for an increasing applied current. For an outdoor temperature of -25°C, the HTEF 

performance is much greater for the CF case than the CCF case. For an outdoor temperature of 0°C, CF 

performance is also greater than CCF performance for most of the operating range, however at greater 

applied currents, the CCF performance approaches that of the CF. However, for an outdoor temperature 

of 10°C, the CCF performance is shown to be similar to that of the CF, surpassing CF performance around 

an applied current of 1A. This shows that at increasing outdoor supply temperatures, CCF-HRV-TEM 

should be considered for use over CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX). 

 For each of the cases, it can also be seen that as the supply inlet temperature increases, the slope 

of the HTEF curve does as well. The HTEF as a metric therefore shows that a combined system is most 
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effective if operating at higher supply temperatures. For example, an outdoor temperature of -25°C and 

applied current of 1A for CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) indicates an HTEF of 0.96; at the same applied current of 

1A and an outdoor temperature of 10°C, indicates an HTEF of 1.13. For increasing applied currents, 

improvements in HTEF are also shown to be more and more significant as the supply temperature is 

increased. For example, at an outdoor temperature of -25°C and an applied current of 2A, the CF-HRV(FR)-

TEM(EX) configuration has an HTEF of 1.05; at the same applied current and an outdoor temperature of 

10°C, HTEF is 1.30. The reason for there being a greater HTEF at higher supply temperatures is that at 

lower supply temperatures, more natural heat transfer occurs for an HRV-core on its own due to the larger 

temperature difference across the supply and exhaust inlets. More natural heat transfer means that the 

contribution of the TEM is less significant. However, at higher supply temperatures, less natural heat 

transfer occurs for an HRV on its own, meaning the heat transfer contribution of the TEM is more 

significant. This relative contribution of the TEM is reflected in the HTEF’s improvement as supply 

temperature is increased. 

5.6.2 Comparison with Literature 

It is difficult to find direct comparisons (from the literature) to the systems presented in the 

current study, however limited results exist for various types of HRVs coupled with TEM heat exchangers, 

For example, Diaz de Garayo et. al [42] tested the use of a TEM heat pump, along with a mechanical 

ventilation system for a passive house, similar to the CCF-TEM and CCF-HRV-TEM configurations simulated 

above. 

To compare against the literature, CCF-TEM and CCF-HRV-TEM results were modelled at the 

tested inlet temperatures and half the flowrate of the tested value (i.e., 50 m3/h). The results were also 

modelled using 10 “HP-127–1.4–1.15–71” TEMs, which was the TEM model used in the study. These 
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conditions were chosen to most-closely represent the conditions at which the study was performed. COP 

versus applied voltage for the TeHP and TeHP+HRV systems can be seen below in Fig. 41. 

 

Fig. 41: CCF-TEM and CCF-HRV-TEM results compared against 
published results for TeHP and TeHP+HRU systems 

The trends are similar for TeHP and CCF-TEM, and for TeHP+HRU and CCF-HRV-TEM, showing 

greatest performance at lower applied voltages, with decreasing performance as voltage is increased. 

Although difficult to simulate exactly the conditions from the literature, similarity in trends instills 

confidence in the use of the current model. 

In general terms, Merzkirch et al. found that for centralized mechanical ventilation systems, the 

heat recovery efficiency of HRVs was found to be 0.65 ± 0.24 [22]. Figures 34 and 35 evaluate SRE for the 

different configurations. These plots show that for the counterflow system configurations, SRE values of 

0.7 can be achieved with the TEM-HRV configurations modelled in the current study. It was also found 

that for an outdoor temperature of 0°C, the CCF-HRV-TEM was able to achieve an SRE of 0.65 at an applied 

current of 1 A to the TEMs. These values show a similar magnitude to the SRE values cited in the literature. 
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Siegele et al. explored a speed-controlled exhaust-air to supply-air heat pump for use in a 

ventilation system, and it was shown that a COP of 4.5 and 2.5 could be achieved at temperatures of 10°C 

and -5°C, respectively [35]. Simulated data using the 4x4 array TEM-HX system at these supply inlet 

temperatures was found to be of a similar order of magnitude. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions  

A thermoelectric module-based heat pump heat exchanger was modelled to determine 

performance when integrated into a heat recovery ventilation system. The model was developed in 

Fortran as a node-based numerical system for which performance at various locations in the system could 

be analyzed. The model was developed further to evaluate HRV performance with and without 

thermoelectric modules included. Characteristics of the model geometry and configuration were based 

around a prototype developed by Natural Resources Canada, which includes a TEM-based crossflow heat 

transfer core in series with a LifeBreath model RNC5-ES HRV.  

Once developed, the model was used to perform a parametric evaluation for the heat sink chosen 

by NRCan. It was found that modification of heat sink parameters could improve system performance, 

and that the heat sink should be altered to include 38 fins (previously having 29) at a lesser fin-thickness 

while maintaining a fin spacing of 2 mm. It was also recommended that fin height be increased from 2 

1/16” to 4” to improve overall system effectiveness. With these modifications, effectiveness was shown 

to increase from 74.2% to 81.1% for the 30 CFM flowrate case, and 57.0% to 69.8% for the 95 CFM flowrate 

case. This was compared to 90.5% for the 30 CFM flowrate case and 81% for the 95 CFM flowrate case 

measured by Gendebien et al.  

As a portion of the current study, the suitability of standard performance metrics was evaluated 

for use with TEM-based HRVs. Modifications were suggested for determining how TEM system 

performance should be evaluated. The standard heat recovery efficiency (SHRE) equation specified in the 

CSA Standard [74] was modified to account for the inclusion of TEM electrical power input. A new 

performance metric, called the Heat Transfer Enhancement Factor (HTEF), was also developed to 

characterize system performance relative to the thermal energy that would be recovered without the use 
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of a TEM-HX. For a TEM-HX, the HTEF appears to be the more meaningful metric for evaluating system 

performance. 

The model was also used to compare the performance of different TEM models. When comparing 

three commercially available TEMs at similar input conditions, the TEC127-14 model specified by NRCan 

showed the greatest operational performance compared to the other models. Evaluating all three TEMs 

at various currents and inlet temperatures, the TEC127-14 showed the greatest performance. Although 

there existed an operating range for which the CP14-199 performance was similar the TEC127-14, this 

range was narrow and would not justify use of the CP14-199 over the TEC127-14 in application. 

The model was further used to non-dimensionalize performance results to be able to approximate 

performance using easily measurable experimental parameters. Predicted results for the TEC127-14 

indicated an HTEF value greater than 1, supporting its use in a TEM-HX relative to a non-TEM heat 

exchanger at a various combination of increasing supply temperatures and applied currents. Using 

experimental data, the HTEF can be used to determine whether the TEM-HX is worth operating at given 

input parameters. 

The final purpose of the model was to evaluate the optimal configuration for which the TEM-HX 

and HRV-HX should be placed, based on inlets and outlets. Four proposed configurations with TEM and 

HRV heat exchangers were evaluated for different supply and exhaust inlet locations. For comparison, 

two configurations were also proposed without the use of TEMs, instead using two HRV heat exchangers 

in series. Each configuration was tested at conditions included in the model RNC5-ES HRV manufacturer’s 

datasheet, which included standard Sensible Recovery Efficiency (SRE) testing conditions typically used 

for non-TEM HRVs. These conditions included at a supply inlet temperature of 0°C at an airflow rate of 61 

CFM, and at a supply inlet temperature of -25°C at an airflow rate of 65 CFM. Compared with the 

manufacturer-tested SRE values, it was found that the non-TEM configurations showed greater SRE 
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performance, however a lesser ability to pump heat on the supply side. This improvement in supply side 

heat transfer rate was more prominent for greater outdoor supply temperatures, indicating that the TEM-

inclusive configurations are more efficient at a greater outdoor supply temperature. 

Between the TEM-inclusive configurations it was shown that CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX) had the best 

combination of performance and heat pumped, although it was shown that with an increasing outdoor 

temperature, CCF-HRV-TEM shows increasing performance relative to CF-HRV(FR)-TEM(EX). The 

recommended configuration for a combined crossflow HRV and TEM heat exchanger system was CF-

HRV(FR)-TEM(EX), the counterflow stream configuration with the exhaust inlet (from the house) on the 

TEM side, and the supply inlet (from outdoors) on the HRV side. 

It was found that values collected from the model and values in the literature agreed closely. 

Cases where the values did not agree could be explained by system specifications and differences in the 

heat exchangers used. 

6.1 Future Recommendations 

For future work involving the use of a TEM-HRV, the systems should first be experimentally tested 

to validate the models developed in this study. Experimental validation was outside the scope of the 

current study, however is recommended to increase confidence in the results generated by the model 

simulations. 

Once experimental validation is performed, parametric analyses should be run to evaluate the 

effect of using a greater or lesser number of TEMs. Sixteen TEMs were modelled to predict the 

performance of the prototype unit constructed by NRCan, however it may be possible that a lesser or 

greater number of TEMs used could increase performance. This is especially true given that when placed 

in series with the HRV configuration, applied currents were limited to maximum cases of 6A. Another 
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consideration for the number of TEMs is ensuring the heat exchanger footprint is 4 times greater than 

total TEM area, as the literature [54] suggests this for optimal design. 

Flowrates of 30.5 CFM, 35 CFM, and 80 CFM were modelled for the half-scaled HX geometries. To 

determine an optimal flowrate, additional parametric tests should be performed for future work involving 

the TEM-HX system.  

The chosen airflow configuration (crossflow) and heat exchanger (parallel plate heat exchanger) 

for the TEM-HRV may not result in optimal performance. Although crossflow is very convenient for HRV 

use, using a counterflow or parallel flow TEM-HX may result in greater performance. Likewise, use of a 

difference heat exchanger device can also offer greater performance, as was shown by Gendebien et al. 

[66]. The use of various airflow configurations and heat recovery devices within the combined HRV – TEM 

heat exchanger system should be explored in the future for possible performance improvements.  

The model developed was done so using Fortran90 for an opportunity for future use within 

TRNSYS. TRNSYS is a simulation tool which can be used to simulate the behaviour of transient systems 

[79] and allows for the creation of custom components. The TEM based heat exchanger model can be 

integrated into TRNSYS and used to perform annual transient simulations using typical weather data. Since 

system performance changes with weather conditions, TRNSYS simulations can be used to build a flexible 

(easily changeable) configuration to evaluate the annual performance of each option. For example, 

creating the TEM based heat exchanger component and combining with other energy efficient systems, 

such as domestic hot water or solar collector loops, may show even greater energy savings and 

opportunities. Solar collector loops pair well with thermoelectric heat pumps due to both using direct 

current and having a simplified electrical installation [38]. Development and implementation of a TEM-HX 

TRNSYS component should therefore be explored for future work. 
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Finally, as material advances increase and costs decrease, the use of TEMs should be more 

aggressively explored. As an evolving technology, progress in the field should be followed closely for 

future developments. 
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Appendix A: Additional Plots 

Appendix A.1 Heat Sink Parametric Analyses 

As discussed in Section 5.1, parametric analyses were performed to evaluate the best possible 

design for the heat sink. Among some of the plots developed were that of system effectiveness versus 

overall fin effectiveness at differing fin heights; below in Fig. A 1 is this plot for the high flowrate case, and 

in Fig. A 2 is this plot for the low flowrate case.  

 

Fig. A 1: System effectiveness versus overall fin effectiveness at 
different heights for high flowrate case 
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Fig. A 2: System effectiveness versus overall fin effectiveness at 
different fin heights for low flowrate case 

Also developped were plots of system effectiveness versus number of fins at the optimal fin 

height, while including the unpowered TEMs and their corresponding resistance. These plots can be found 

below in Fig. A 3 and Fig. A 4.  

 

Fig. A 3: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 4” fin 
length; Parametric test 1 including unpowered TEM resistance at high flowrate 
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Fig. A 4: Heat exchanger effectiveness vs number of fins for 4” fin 
length; Parametric test 1 including unpowered TEM resistance at low flowrate 

These plots show a much smaller effectiveness than those of the optimized heat sinks with no 

TEMs. This indicates it is favorable to use active as opposed to passive heat transfer when the heat sinks 

sandwich TEMs.  

Appendix A.2 4x4 TEM Crossflow with Various Thermoelectric Modules – Data Samples and Plots 

System performances throughout the current study were evaluated at various supply inlet 

conditions, including inlet temperatures, applied currents, and flowrates. Data was exported to Microsoft 

Excel and placed into tables for data sorting, and development of plots. Below in Table A 1, sample data 

that was collected for the 4x4 TEM-HX using the TEC127-14 model TEM is presented. Data outside of Table 

A 1 was omitted from this paper to ensure concision, however, is available upon request from the author. 
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Table A 1: Sample data collected for the 4x4 TEM-HX 

 

Section 5.2.2 shows the system performance plots for different TEM models, at a supply inlet 

temperature of 0°C. For supply inlet temperatures of -15°C, -10°C, -5°C, 5°C and 10°C, plots of HTEF versus 

heating-side heat transfer rate were also developped. These plots can be found in Fig. A 5 to Fig. 

A 9 below, for the various supply inlet temperatures.  

 

Intake Inlet (°C) Current (A) qheating (W) qelec (W) deltaT (°C) qSeebeck (W) qJoule (W) qConduction (W) delta P (W) Pfan (W) SRE (-)

-15 0 274.8 0 5.4 0 0 0 25.1 5.1 0.15

-10 0 238.0 0 4.7 0 0 0 25.1 5.1 0.15

-5 0 200.7 0 4.1 0 0 0 25.3 5.1 0.15

0 0 163.9 0 3.4 0 0 0 25.3 5.1 0.15

5 0 126.8 0 2.6 0 0 0 25.4 5.1 0.15

10 0 89.7 0 1.9 0 0 0 25.5 5.1 0.14

-15 1 373.6 0.8 7.2 217.3 7.4 337.9 25.1 5.1 0.21

-10 1 470.9 4.6 9.4 222.7 7.5 240.7 25.0 5.0 0.30

-5 1 420.3 7.1 8.6 227.3 7.6 185.3 25.3 5.1 0.32

0 1 370.4 9.7 7.7 231.9 7.7 130.8 25.4 5.1 0.33

5 1 320.2 12.3 6.7 236.5 7.8 75.9 25.5 5.1 0.36

10 1 269.9 14.9 5.8 241.0 7.9 21.0 25.6 5.1 0.42

-15 2 669.0 42.2 13.3 441.5 29.6 197.8 25.0 5.0 0.33

-10 2 622.1 47.9 12.5 450.8 30.1 141.2 25.2 5.1 0.35

-5 2 574.6 53.7 11.8 460.3 30.5 83.8 25.2 5.1 0.38

0 2 528.0 59.4 11.0 469.6 30.9 27.5 25.3 5.1 0.40

5 2 480.9 65.3 10.2 478.9 31.4 -29.3 25.4 5.1 0.44

10 2 433.6 71.1 9.3 488.2 31.8 -86.3 25.6 5.1 0.49

-15 3 842.0 120.7 17.0 672.3 67.0 102.6 25.0 5.0 0.37

-10 3 796.2 130.5 16.2 686.3 68.0 41.9 25.2 5.1 0.38

-5 3 751.1 140.3 15.5 700.5 68.9 -18.4 25.3 5.1 0.39

0 3 707.7 149.9 14.8 714.7 69.9 -76.9 25.3 5.1 0.42

5 3 663.9 159.6 14.1 729.0 70.9 -136.0 25.4 5.1 0.45

10 3 619.8 169.4 13.4 743.2 71.9 -195.3 25.5 5.1 0.49

-15 4 1039.7 238.9 21.1 912.2 120.1 7.5 25.2 5.1 0.38

-10 4 996.0 253.4 20.5 931.0 121.8 -56.7 25.2 5.1 0.38

-5 4 952.9 268.1 19.9 950.3 123.5 -120.9 25.3 5.1 0.40

0 4 911.3 282.4 19.3 969.4 125.2 -183.4 25.4 5.1 0.41

5 4 870.2 296.9 18.7 988.7 127.0 -245.4 25.5 5.1 0.43

10 4 829.8 311.2 18.0 1008.0 128.8 -307.0 25.6 5.1 0.45

-15 5 1261.1 399.0 25.8 1162.9 189.5 -91.4 25.2 5.1 0.37

-10 5 1220.9 418.8 25.3 1186.8 192.2 -158.1 25.3 5.1 0.37

-5 5 1180.4 439.1 24.9 1211.5 194.9 -226.0 25.3 5.1 0.38

0 5 1141.5 459.1 24.4 1235.9 197.7 -292.1 25.4 5.1 0.39

5 5 1103.1 479.0 23.9 1260.4 200.5 -357.8 25.5 5.1 0.40

10 5 1065.3 498.8 23.2 1284.7 203.4 -422.9 25.6 5.1 0.41

-15 6 1506.5 603.9 31.2 1426.7 276.3 -196.4 25.2 5.1 0.35

-10 6 1471.4 629.3 30.7 1455.6 280.1 -264.3 25.3 5.1 0.35

-5 6 1434.7 656.1 30.5 1486.0 284.2 -335.4 25.4 5.1 0.36

0 6 1399.0 682.4 30.1 1515.8 288.3 -405.1 25.5 5.1 0.36

5 6 1364.6 708.4 29.5 1545.7 292.4 -473.5 25.6 5.1 0.37

10 6 1330.0 734.3 29.0 1575.4 296.7 -542.0 25.6 5.1 0.38
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Fig. A 5: HTEF versus qHeating between TEM models 
at outdoor temp of -15°C, flowrate of 80 CFM 

 

Fig. A 6: HTEF versus qHeating between TEM models 
at outdoor temp of -10°C, flowrate of 80 CFM 
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Fig. A 7: HTEF versus qHeating between TEM models 
at outdoor temp of -5°C, flowrate of 80 CFM 

 

Fig. A 8: HTEF versus qHeating between TEM models 
at outdoor temp of 5°C, flowrate of 80 CFM 
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Fig. A 9: HTEF versus qHeating between TEM models 
at outdoor temp of 10°C, flowrate of 80 CFM 

Plots at the various supply inlet temperatures show similar trends of TEC127-14 performing the 

best of the three models that were compared. As previously discussed, this TEM model was chosen for 

further analysis.  

Appendix A.3 Configuration Comparison 

For the comparison of the combined HRV – TEM systems in Section 5.3.1, additional plots 

were developed comparing the performance amongst the TEM-inclusive configurations. Fig. A 10 and Fig. 

A 11 below show the performance (SHRE) of the different configurations against applied currents at the 

manufacturer tested conditions.  
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Fig. A 10: SHRE of configurations versus applied currents for 0°C 
inlet temperature and flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

 

Fig. A 11: SHRE of configurations versus applied currents for -25°C 
inlet temperature and flowrate of 35 CFM 

Similar plots were developed to show the HTEF versus qTotal for the heating-side for each 

configuration. Fig. A 12 and Fig. A 13 below show the HTEF performance for configurations at different 

applied currents at the manufacturer tested conditions.  
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Fig. A 12: HTEF of configurations versus applied currents for 0°C 
inlet temperature and flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

 

Fig. A 13: HTEF of configurations versus applied currents for -25°C 
inlet temperature and flowrate of 35 CFM 
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Appendix A.4 Temperature Difference Plots 

Plots of temperature differences between the cooling and heating stream node temperature were 

created to show the effect of applied current on the heat transfer in the HX. The temperature difference 

plots for an exhaust inlet temperature of 22°C, supply inlet (outdoor) temperature of 0°C, and flowrate of 

30.5 CFM are presented below in Fig. A 14, Fig. A 15, and Fig. A 16, for applied currents of 0A, 2A, and 4A, 

respectively. The data used to calculate temperature differences for Fig. A 15 is that same as that 

displayed in Table 6 in Section 5.5.3. 

 

Fig. A 14: Stream Temperature Difference Plot for 
applied current of 0 A, flowrate of 30.5 CFM 
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Fig. A 15: Stream Temperature Difference Plot for 
applied current of 2 A, flowrate of 30.5 CFM 

 

Fig. A 16: Stream Temperature Difference Plot for 
applied current of 4 A, flowrate of 30.5 CFM 
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Increasing applied current causes for the temperature differences (cooling stream temperature 

minus heating stream temperature) to increase, with smaller differences at an applied current of 0A, 

and negative temperature differences (meaning heating stream temperatures are greater than that of 

the cooling stream) at an applied current of 4A. 
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Appendix B: HRV System Pictures and Diagrams 
 

Natural Resources Canada compiled a document outlining the original design of the 

thermoelectric heat pump HRV system that was designed. The original prototype developed used 

a Lifebreath model RNC5-ES HRV, and the addition of a heat transfer core [70]. The heat transfer core 

consists of four heat sinks on each side of a bank of 16 thermoelectric modules. These heat sinks are 

arranged in a square, and there are two banks of TEMs (sandwiched by the heat sinks) in parallel with 

each other. As previously discussed, the section of this prototype that was modelled was the single bank 

of thermoelectrics sandwiched on each side by the heat sinks. Below in Fig. A 17, a picture of the 

prototype can be seen. 

 

Fig. A 17: Picture of TEM heat pump HRV prototype developed by NRCan [70] 

The left side of the Fig. A 17 shows the heat transfer core added in series, while the right side 

shows the Lifebreath model RNC5-ES HRV.   

A close-up picture of the heat exchanger core can be found below in Fig. A 18.  
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Fig. A 18: Close up picture of the heat exchanger core developed by NRCan 

The heat exchanger core is composed of flat-plate heat sinks, of which parametric analyses were 

performed. To better understand the parameters that were evaluated for these 

analyses, labelled diagrams were created for the finned surface, and can be found in Fig. A 19 and Fig. A 

20 below.  

 

Fig. A 19: 2D diagram of finned surface 
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Fig. A 20: 3D diagram of finned surface 

Fig. A 19 shows a 2D diagram of the finned surface, in which the airflow across the surface would 

be going into the page. This 2D diagram has labels showing fin thickness, fin spacing, and fin height, all 

significant in the parametric analyses. Fig. A 20 shows a 3D diagram of the finned surface to clarify the 

geometry. The 3D diagram shows the heat sink fin length.  

Fig. A 21 below shows the breakdown of the node locations for a 4 x 4 (N x M) TEM-array heat 

exchanger. 
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Fig. A 21: Node locations for a 4 x 4 (N x M) TEM-array heat exchanger 
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 Finally, Fig. A 22 below shows the temperature inputs and outputs of a single example node 

(N=2, M=2), indicating how the algorithm functions.  

Node N = 2, M = 2

Supply Stream Flow

Tout, exhaust (to node N=2, M=3)

Tout, supply (to node N=3, M=2)

Tin, exhaust (from node N=2, M=1)

Tout, supply (from node N=1, M=2)

Exhaust Stream Flow

 

Fig. A 22: Temperature inputs and outputs for node N = 2, M = 2, 
indicating how the algorithm functions 

For each the supply and exhaust streams, output temperatures from the previous node are used 

as input temperatures, and output temperatures from the current node are used as inputs to the 

subsequent node. This occurs until the full system of 4 x 4 nodes, with every node solved in conjunction 

with the others. 
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Appendix C: Fortran Code 

 

Fortran code was developped to obtain all results from the present study. However, different 

codes had to be developped for results including only the HRV heat sink, only the TEM HRV heat sink, and 

the combined HRV configurations. Results from these codes were collected using an online Fortran 

compiler [80]. Since the combined HRV configurations code uses code developped from the other 

analyses, it was decided that this code would be included as example code. Below is the code that was 

used for obtaining results for configuration 4. Variable declarations were omitted from this example to 

save space.  

 
PROGRAM main  
implicit NONE  
  
!Thermal conductivity of aluminum  
k_al = 237  
!Number of fins  
Nf = 38 !originally 29  
!Fin spacing  
b = 0.002 ! originally calculated using b = (wtotal/2 - tf*Nf)/(Nf-1)  
!Fin thickness  
tf = (wtotal/2 - b*(Nf-1))/Nf !originally set at 0.0015875 m (1/16")  
!Base thickness  
t_al = 0.0047625 !m, (3/16")  
!Total Width  
wtotal = 0.254 !m, 2 x 5" HX  
!Height of HX  
htotal = 0.05715/2.25*4 + 0.0047625 !m, total height such that fin height is 4"  
!Height of Fin  
hf = htotal - t_al  
!Length of HX  
lf = 0.254 !m, 2 x 5" HX  
!Corrected fin length  
Lc_fin = hf + tf/2  
!Cross sectional fin area  
Ac_fin = lf*tf  
!Fin perimeter  
P_fin = 2*lf + 2*tf  
!Duct Ac  
Aduct = b*hf  
!Duct P  
Pduct = b+2*hf  
!Hydraulic diameter  
Dh = 4*Aduct/Pduct  
!Total HX duct area  
Aducttotal = (wtotal-Nf*2*tf)*hf / 4 !Duct area divided between 4 nodes  
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!Aspect ratio  
beta = b/hf  
!Area ratio  
alpha = 1 - ((Nf*2*tf)/wtotal)  
!Coefficient of contraction  
Kc = 0.42*(1-alpha**2)  
!Coefficient of expansion  
Ke = (1-alpha**2)**2  
  
!Fan Efficiency  
!nfan = 0.045451 !for 30.5 CFM  
nfan = 0.052157 !for 35 CFM  
  
!TEM Characteristics  
  
!TEM area  
ATEM = 0.0025  
!Number of TEMs per node  
NTEM = 1  
!Number of thermocouples for TEM model  
Nnew = 127  
!Max current for TEM model  
Inew = 14  
  
!Total number of nodes  
Nnodes = 16  
!HX base area  
Ab = (wtotal - Nf*2*tf)*lf  
!Area of single fin  
Af = 2*lf*Lc_fin  
!Total HX area  
AtotalHX = wtotal*lf  
  
!Nominal flowrate  
flownominal = 0.01651816075 ! 35 CFM for -25 case  
!flownominal = 0.014394397225 ! 30.5 CFM for 0C case  
  
  
flowrate_cold = flownominal /4  !m^3/s, flowrate divided between four nodes  
flowrate_hot = flownominal /4 !m^3/s, flowrate divided between four nodes  
  
!Current looping from 0A to 6A, for data collection  
Icount = -1  
DO WHILE(Icount<6)  
Icount = Icount + 1  
  
!Properties of air at different temperatures  
  
!Density  
rho_minus10 = 1.341 !kg/m^3  
rho_0 = 1.292 !kg/m^3  
rho_5 = 1.269 !kg/m^3  
rho_10 = 1.246 !kg/m^3  
rho_15 = 1.225 !kg/m^3  
rho_20 = 1.204 !kg/m^3  
  
!Heat capacity  
cp_minus10 = 1006 !!J/kgK  
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cp_0 = 1006 !!J/kgK  
cp_5 = 1006 !!J/kgKkg/m^3  
cp_10 = 1006 !!J/kgK  
cp_15 = 1007 !!J/kgK  
cp_20 = 1007 !!J/kgK  
  
!Thermal conductivity  
kair_minus10 = 0.02288 !W/mK  
kair_0 = 0.02364 !W/mK  
kair_5 = 0.02401 !W/mK  
kair_10 = 0.02439 !W/mK  
kair_15 = 0.02476 !W/mK  
kair_20 = 0.02514 !W/mK  
  
!Dynamic viscosity  
nu_minus10 = 0.00001680 !kg/ms  
nu_0 = 0.00001729 !kg/ms  
nu_5 = 0.00001754 !kg/ms  
nu_10 = 0.00001778 !kg/ms  
nu_15 = 0.00001802 !kg/ms  
nu_20 = 0.00001825 !kg/ms  
  
!"1" subscript on a variable represents the HRV HX while no subscript represents the TEM HX  
! "cold" subscript on a variable represents the side being cooled, while "hot" represents side being heated  
  
!Set all properties of air to 0C default  
rho_hot1 = rho_0  
cphot1 = cp_0  
nuhot1 = nu_0  
kair_hot1 = kair_0  
  
rho_cold1 = rho_0  
cpcold1 = cp_0  
nucold1 = nu_0  
kair_cold1 = kair_0  
  
rho_hot = rho_0  
cphot = cp_0  
nuhot = nu_0  
kair_hot = kair_0  
  
rho_cold = rho_0  
cpcold = cp_0  
nucold = nu_0  
kair_cold = kair_0  
  
!Flowrate  
flowcold = flowrate_cold  
flowhot = flowrate_hot  
  
!Uinf calculations  
        Uinf_cold1 = flownominal/(Aducttotal*4) !duct x 4 for full flow divided by full area  
        Uinf_hot1 = flownominal/(Aducttotal*4)  
        Uinf_cold = flownominal/(Aducttotal*4)  
        Uinf_hot = flownominal/(Aducttotal*4)  
          
!guess initial T  
Toutcold_into_HRV = 5  
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!While loop to converge TEM HX exhaust outlet with HRV HX exhaust inlet  
DO WHILE(ABS(Toutcold_into_HRV-Tin_cold1)>0.01)  
  
    Tin_cold1 = Toutcold_into_HRV !HRV HX exhaust inlet becomes TEM HX exhaust outlet   
    Tin_hot1 = -25 !set supply inlet to outdoor temperature  
  
    !guess values  
    Tout_coldN = 8  
    Tout_hotN = 8   
      
    !while loop to converge outlet temperatures for HRV HX  
    DO WHILE(ABS(Tout_cold1-Tout_coldN)>0.01 .or. ABS(Tout_hot1-Tout_hotN)>0.01)  
          
        !iterates values  
        if (Tout_cold1 .GT. Tout_coldN) then  
        Tout_cold1 = Tout_cold1-0.001  
        elseif (Tout_cold1 .LT. Tout_coldN) then  
        Tout_cold1 = Tout_cold1+0.001  
        end if  
          
        if (Tout_hot1 .GT. Tout_hotN) then  
        Tout_hot1 = Tout_hot1-0.001  
        elseif (Tout_hot1 .LT. Tout_hotN) then  
        Tout_hot1 = Tout_hot1+0.001  
        end if  
          
        !ambient temperature calcs  
        Tamb_cold1 = (Tin_cold1+Tout_cold1)/2  
        Tamb_hot1 = (Tin_hot1+Tout_hot1)/2  
          
            !Set air property values based on average temperatures  
          
            !Supply HRV stream  
            if (Tamb_hot1<=-5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_minus10  
            cphot1 = cp_minus10  
            nuhot1 = nu_minus10  
            kair_hot1 = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tamb_hot1>-5 .and. Tamb_hot1<=2.5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_0  
            cphot1 = cp_0  
            nuhot1 = nu_0  
            kair_hot1 = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tamb_hot1>2.5 .and. Tamb_hot1<=7.5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_5  
            cphot1 = cp_5  
            nuhot1 = nu_5  
            kair_hot1 = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tamb_hot1>7.5 .and. Tamb_hot1<=12.5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_10  
            cphot1 = cp_10  
            nuhot1 = nu_10  
            kair_hot1 = kair_10  
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            elseif (Tamb_hot1>12.5 .and. Tamb_hot1<=17.5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_15  
            cphot1 = cp_15  
            nuhot1 = nu_15  
            kair_hot1 = kair_15  
              
            elseif (Tamb_hot1>17.5) then  
            rho_hot1 = rho_20  
            cphot1 = cp_20  
            nuhot1 = nu_20  
            kair_hot1 = kair_20  
            end if  
              
            !Exhaust HRV stream  
            if (Tamb_cold1<=-5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_minus10  
            cpcold1 = cp_minus10  
            nucold1 = nu_minus10  
            kair_cold1 = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tamb_cold1>-5 .and. Tamb_cold1<=2.5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_0  
            cpcold1 = cp_0  
            nucold1 = nu_0  
            kair_cold1 = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tamb_cold1>2.5 .and. Tamb_cold1<=7.5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_5  
            cpcold1 = cp_5  
            nucold1 = nu_5  
            kair_cold1 = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tamb_cold1>7.5 .and. Tamb_cold1<=12.5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_10  
            cpcold1 = cp_10  
            nucold1 = nu_10  
            kair_cold1 = kair_10  
              
            elseif (Tamb_cold1>12.5 .and. Tamb_cold1<=17.5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_15  
            cpcold1 = cp_15  
            nucold1 = nu_15  
            kair_cold1 = kair_15  
              
            elseif (Tamb_cold1>17.5) then  
            rho_cold1 = rho_20  
            cpcold1 = cp_20  
            nucold1 = nu_20  
            kair_cold1 = kair_20  
            end if  
              
        !Mass flowrate   
        mdotcold1 = flowcold*rho_cold1 !kg/s  
        mdothot1 = flowhot*rho_hot1 !kg/s  
  
        !Capacity flowrate  
        ccold1 = mdotcold1*cpcold1  
        chot1 = mdothot1*cphot1  
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        !Prandtl and Reynolds number calcs  
        Pr_cold1 = nucold1*cpcold1/kair_cold1  
        Pr_hot1 = nuhot1*cphot1/kair_hot1  
        Re_cold1 = rho_cold1*Uinf_cold1*Dh/nucold1  
        Re_hot1 = rho_hot1*Uinf_hot1*Dh/nuhot1  
          
        !Nusselt number correlation for cooled side  
          
        !Hydrodynamically fully developped correlation  
        Nuhfd_cold1 = 8.235*(1-2.042*beta+3.085*beta**2-2.477*beta**3+1.058*beta**4+0.186*beta**5)  
          
        !Prandtl number effect Nusselt number term  
        if (Pr_cold1>0.72) then  
        Dnurat_cold1 = 0.6847+0.3153*EXP(-1.2654459*(LOG(Pr_cold1)-log(0.72)))  
        elseif (Pr_cold1<=0.72) then  
        Dnurat_cold1 = 1.68 - 0.68*exp(0.32*(LOG(Pr_cold1)-log(0.72)))  
        ENDIF  
          
        Ah_cold1 = 0.1136+0.7121*beta-0.3921*beta**2  
          
        if (beta<0.25) then  
        Bh_cold1 = 0.9403 - 0.9636*beta  
        elseif (beta>=0.25) then  
        Bh_cold1 = 0.7741 - 0.3504*beta + 0.1985*beta**2  
        ENDIF  
        xstar_cold1 = (lf/Dh)/(Re_cold1*Pr_cold1)  
          
        !Entrance region effect Nusselt number term  
        Dnuh_cold1 = Ah_cold1*exp(-Bh_cold1*LOG(xstar_cold1))  
          
        !Nusselt number calculation  
        Nuh_cold1 = Nuhfd_cold1 + Dnurat_cold1*Dnuh_cold1  
        !Heat transfer coefficient calculation  
        h_cold1 = (Nuh_cold1*kair_cold1)/Dh  
          
        !Same Nusselt number calcs for heating-side  
        Nuhfd_hot1 = 8.235*(1-2.042*beta+3.085*beta**2-2.477*beta**3+1.058*beta**4+0.186*beta**5)  
          
        if (Pr_hot1>0.72) then  
        Dnurat_hot1 = 0.6847+0.3153*EXP(-1.2654459*(LOG(Pr_hot1)-log(0.72)))  
        elseif (Pr_hot<=0.72) then  
        Dnurat_hot1 = 1.68 - 0.68*exp(0.32*(LOG(Pr_cold1)-log(0.72)))  
        ENDIF  
          
        Ah_hot1 = 0.1136+0.7121*beta-0.3921*beta**2  
          
        if (beta<0.25) then  
        Bh_hot1 = 0.9403 - 0.9636*beta  
        elseif (beta>=0.25) then  
        Bh_hot1 = 0.7741 - 0.3504*beta + 0.1985*beta**2  
        ENDIF  
          
        xstar_hot1 = (lf/Dh)/(Re_hot1*Pr_hot1)  
          
        Dnuh_hot1 = Ah_hot1*exp(-Bh_hot1*LOG(xstar_hot1))  
          
        !Hot-side Nusselt number calc  
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        Nuh_hot1 = Nuhfd_hot1 + Dnurat_hot1*Dnuh_hot1  
        !Hot-side heat transfer coefficient  
        h_hot1 = (Nuh_hot1*kair_hot1)/Dh  
  
        !Fin efficiency  
        m_cold1 = sqrt((h_cold1*P_fin)/(k_al*Ac_fin)) !m^(-1)  
        m_hot1 = sqrt((h_hot1*P_fin)/(k_al*Ac_fin)) !m^(-1)  
        nfin_cold1 = tanh(m_cold1*Lc_fin)/(m_cold1*Lc_fin) !-   
        nfin_hot1 = tanh(m_hot1*Lc_fin)/(m_hot1*Lc_fin) !-  
          
        !Conduction Resistance  
        Rcond_base_cold1    = t_al/(k_al*AtotalHX) !K/W  
        Rcond_base_hot1  = t_al/(k_al*AtotalHX) !K/W   
         
        !Convection Resistances in parallel  
        Rconv_fin_cold1 = 1/(2*Nf*nfin_cold1*h_cold1*Af) !K/W  
        Rconv_base_cold1 = 1/(h_cold1*Ab) !K/W  
        Rconv_eq_cold1 =    (Rconv_fin_cold1*Rconv_base_cold1)/(Rconv_fin_cold1+Rconv_base_cold1) !K/W  
          
        !Overall cold-side resistance  
        Rcold1 = Rcond_base_cold1 + Rconv_eq_cold1   
       
        Rconv_fin_hot1 = 1/(2*Nf*nfin_hot1*h_hot1*Af) !K/W  
        Rconv_base_hot1 = 1/(h_hot1*Ab) !K/W  
        Rconv_eq_hot1 =    (Rconv_fin_hot1*Rconv_base_hot1)/(Rconv_fin_hot1+Rconv_base_hot1) !K/W  
        Rhot1 = Rcond_base_hot1 + Rconv_eq_hot1   
          
 
        !calculation of min and max capacity mass flowrates, and cr 
       cmin= MIN(ccold, chot) 
        cmax = MAX(ccold, chot) 
        cr = cmin/cmax 
 
        !UA calc 
        UA = 1/(Rcold+Rhot) 
        !NTU calc 
        NTU = UA/cmin 
        !effectiveness 
        eff = 1-exp(NTU**0.22/cr*(exp(-cr*NTU**0.78)-1)) 
 
        !Heat transfer rate  
        qtotal = eff*cmin*(Tin_cold-Tin_hot)          
 
        !Change in T through each HRV HX channel  
        dT_cold1 = -qtotal1/(mdotcold1*4)/cpcold1  
        dT_hot1 = qtotal1/(mdothot1*4)/cphot1  
     
        !Outlet temperatures through HRV HX  
        Tout_coldN = Tin_cold1 + dT_cold1  
        Tout_hotN = Tin_hot1 + dT_hot1  
 
 !If Tout_cold reaches dew point 

if (Tout_coldN .LT. 7.66) then 
!Atmospheric pressure 

     pamb = 101325 
      
 !If inlet temp greater than dew point 
     if (Tin_cold1 .GT. 7.66) then 
 !Humidity ratio constant 
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     HR1 = 0.0065 
     hdry1 = 1.006*Tin_cold1 
     hw1 = 1.86*Tin_cold1+2501 
 !Calculate inlet enthalpy 
     ha1 = hdry1+HR1*hw1 
      
 !If inlet temperature less than dew point 
     elseif (Tin_cold1 .LT. 7.66) then 
     Tk1 = Tin_cold1 + 273.15 
     pv1 = exp(77.345+0.0057*Tk1-7235/Tk1)/Tk1**8.2 
 !Relative humidity at 100% 
     HR1 = 0.622*pv1/(pamb-pv1) 
     hdry1 = 1.006*Tin_cold1 
     hw1 = 1.86*Tin_cold1+2501 
 !Calculate inlet enthalpy 
     ha1 = hdry1+HR1*hw1 
     end if 
      
 !Calculate outlet enthalpy 
     Tk2 = Tout_coldN + 273.15 
     pv2 = exp(77.345+0.0057*Tk2-7235/Tk2)/Tk2**8.2 
     HR2 = 0.622*pv2/(pamb-pv2) 
     hdry2 = 1.006*Tout_coldN 
     hw2 = 1.86*Tout_coldN+2501 
     ha2 = hdry2+HR2*hw2 
      
 !Change in enthalpy 
     deltaH = ha1 - ha2 
 !Sensible fraction 
     qratio = 1.006*(Tin_cold1-Tout_coldN)/deltaH 
 !Adjust heat transfer to reflect sensible fraction 
     qsens = qratio*qtotal1 
 !Recalculate outlet temperature 
     dT_cold1 = -qsens/(mdotcold1)/cpcold1 
     Tout_coldN = Tin_cold1 + dT_cold1 
     end if          
    End DO  
  
TempC = (/22.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0/) !Exhaust inlet temperature of 22C  
TempH = (/0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0/)  
  
TempH(1) = Tout_hotN !Supply outlet from HRV HX becomes supply inlet for TEM HX  
  
!Loops to fill 5 by 5 arrays  
c = 0  
do WHILE(c<5)  
cc = 0  
c = c + 1;  
do while (cc<5)  
cc = cc+1  
TempCArray(c, cc)=TempC(c)  
TempHArray(c, cc)=TempH(cc)  
end Do  
end Do  
  
M = 0  
!Loop through Mnodes  
DO WHILE(M<4)  
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    M=M+1  
    N=0  
!Loop through N nodes  
DO WHILE(N<4)  
    N=N+1  
  
    !Input for next nodes  
     Tin_cold = TempCArray(N,M)  
     Tin_hot = TempHArray(N,M)  
  
    !Guess temperatures  
    Tplate_cold = 6  
    Tplate_hot = 6  
    Tp_cold = 5.5  
    Tp_hot = 5  
    Tave_cold = 5.5  
    Tave_hot = 5  

 
    qratio = 0 
    qsens = 0 
      
    !Reset current  
    Icounthold = Icount  
       
    !Loop through and iterate until plate temps converge  
    DO WHILE(ABS(Tplate_cold-Tp_cold)>0.01 .or. ABS(Tplate_hot-Tp_hot)>0.01)  
        !Set current  
         I=Icounthold  
          
        !Increase or decrease plate temps to converge  
        if (Tp_cold .GT. Tplate_cold) then  
        Tp_cold = Tp_cold-0.001  
        elseif (Tp_cold .LT. Tplate_cold) then  
        Tp_cold = Tp_cold+0.001  
        end if  
          
        if (Tp_hot .GT. Tplate_hot) then  
        Tp_hot = Tp_hot-0.001  
        elseif (Tp_hot .LT. Tplate_hot) then  
        Tp_hot = Tp_hot+0.001  
        end if  
          
        !Set average temps from last loop  
        Tav_cold = Tave_cold  
        Tav_hot = Tave_hot  
  
            !Air properties  
  
            !Supply TEM stream  
            if (Tav_hot<=-5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_minus10  
            cphot = cp_minus10  
            nuhot = nu_minus10  
            kair_hot = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tav_hot>-5 .and. Tav_hot<=2.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_0  
            cphot = cp_0  
            nuhot = nu_0  
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            kair_hot = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tav_hot>2.5 .and. Tav_hot<=7.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_5  
            cphot = cp_5  
            nuhot = nu_5  
            kair_hot = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tav_hot>7.5 .and. Tav_hot<=12.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_10  
            cphot = cp_10  
            nuhot = nu_10  
            kair_hot = kair_10  
              
            elseif (Tav_hot>12.5 .and. Tav_hot<=17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_15  
            cphot = cp_15  
            nuhot = nu_15  
            kair_hot = kair_15  
              
            elseif (Tav_hot>17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_20  
            cphot = cp_20  
            nuhot = nu_20  
            kair_hot = kair_20  
            end if  
              
            !Exhaust TEM stream  
            if (Tav_cold<=-5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_minus10  
            cpcold = cp_minus10  
            nucold = nu_minus10  
            kair_cold = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tav_cold>-5 .and. Tav_cold<=2.5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_0  
            cpcold = cp_0  
            nucold = nu_0  
            kair_cold = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tav_cold>2.5 .and. Tav_cold<=7.5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_5  
            cpcold = cp_5  
            nucold = nu_5  
            kair_cold = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tav_cold>7.5 .and. Tav_cold<=12.5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_10  
            cpcold = cp_10  
            nucold = nu_10  
            kair_cold = kair_10  
              
            elseif (Tav_cold>12.5 .and. Tav_cold<=17.5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_15  
            cpcold = cp_15  
            nucold = nu_15  
            kair_cold = kair_15  
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            elseif (Tav_cold>17.5) then  
            rho_cold = rho_20  
            cpcold = cp_20  
            nucold = nu_20  
            kair_cold = kair_20  
            end if  
              
        !Resistance calcs for base conduction and contact resistance   
        Rcond_base_cold    = t_al/(k_al*ATEM) !K/W  
        Rcont_cold = 0.07*0.0001/(ATEM*NTEM) !K/W  
        Rcond_base_hot   = t_al/(k_al*ATEM) !K/W   
        Rcont_hot = 0.07*0.0001/(ATEM*NTEM) !K/W  
  
        !Mass flowrate calc  
        mdotcold = flowcold*rho_cold !kg/s  
        mdothot = flowhot*rho_hot !kg/s  
  
        !Capacity flowrate  
        ccold = mdotcold*cpcold  
        chot = mdothot*cphot  
        
        !Prandtl and Reynolds numbers  
        Pr_cold = nucold*cpcold/kair_cold  
        Pr_hot = nuhot*cphot/kair_hot  
        Re_cold = rho_cold*Uinf_cold*Dh/nucold  
        Re_hot = rho_hot*Uinf_hot*Dh/nuhot  
          
        !Nusselt number correlation for cooled side  
          
        !Hydrodynamically fully developped correlation  
        Nuhfd_cold = 8.235*(1-2.042*beta+3.085*beta**2-2.477*beta**3+1.058*beta**4+0.186*beta**5)  
          
        !Prandtl number effect Nusselt number term  
        if (Pr_cold>0.72) then  
        Dnurat_cold = 0.6847+0.3153*EXP(-1.2654459*(LOG(Pr_cold)-log(0.72)))  
        elseif (Pr_cold<=0.72) then  
        Dnurat_cold = 1.68 - 0.68*exp(0.32*(LOG(Pr_cold)-log(0.72)))  
        ENDIF  
          
        Ah_cold = 0.1136+0.7121*beta-0.3921*beta**2  
          
        if (beta<0.25) then  
        Bh_cold = 0.9403 - 0.9636*beta  
        elseif (beta>=0.25) then  
        Bh_cold = 0.7741 - 0.3504*beta + 0.1985*beta**2  
        ENDIF  
        xstar_cold = (lf/Dh)/(Re_cold*Pr_cold)  
          
        !Entrance region effects Nusselt number term  
        Dnuh_cold = Ah_cold*exp(-Bh_cold*LOG(xstar_cold))  
        !Nusslet Number calc  
        Nuh_cold = Nuhfd_cold + Dnurat_cold*Dnuh_cold  
        !Heat transfer coefficient cooled side  
        h_cold = (Nuh_cold*kair_cold)/Dh  
      
        !Same Nusselt number calcs for heated side  
        Nuhfd_hot = 8.235*(1-2.042*beta+3.085*beta**2-2.477*beta**3+1.058*beta**4+0.186*beta**5)  
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        if (Pr_hot>0.72) then  
        Dnurat_hot = 0.6847+0.3153*EXP(-1.2654459*(LOG(Pr_hot)-log(0.72)))  
        elseif (Pr_hot<=0.72) then  
        Dnurat_hot = 1.68 - 0.68*exp(0.32*(LOG(Pr_cold)-log(0.72)))  
        ENDIF  
          
        Ah_hot = 0.1136+0.7121*beta-0.3921*beta**2  
          
        if (beta<0.25) then  
        Bh_hot = 0.9403 - 0.9636*beta  
        elseif (beta>=0.25) then  
        Bh_hot = 0.7741 - 0.3504*beta + 0.1985*beta**2  
        ENDIF  
          
        xstar_hot = (lf/Dh)/(Re_hot*Pr_hot)  
          
        Dnuh_hot = Ah_hot*exp(-Bh_hot*LOG(xstar_hot))  
          
        !Heated side Nusselt number  
        Nuh_hot = Nuhfd_hot + Dnurat_hot*Dnuh_hot  
        !Heated side heat transfer coefficient  
        h_hot = (Nuh_hot*kair_hot)/Dh  
        
        !Fin Efficiency  
        m_cold = sqrt((h_cold*P_fin)/(k_al*Ac_fin)) !m^(-1)  
        m_hot = sqrt((h_hot*P_fin)/(k_al*Ac_fin)) !m^(-1)  
        nfin_cold = tanh(m_cold*Lc_fin)/(m_cold*Lc_fin) !-   
        nfin_hot = tanh(m_hot*Lc_fin)/(m_hot*Lc_fin) !-  
         
        !Resistance calcs for cooled and heated sides  
        Rconv_fin_cold = 1/(2*Nf*nfin_cold*h_cold*Af/Nnodes) !K/W  
        Rconv_base_cold = 1/(h_cold*Ab/Nnodes) !K/W  
        Rconv_eq_cold =    (Rconv_fin_cold*Rconv_base_cold)/(Rconv_fin_cold+Rconv_base_cold) !K/W  
        Rcold = Rconv_eq_cold + Rcond_base_cold + Rcont_cold   
       
        Rconv_fin_hot = 1/(2*Nf*nfin_hot*h_hot*Af/Nnodes) !K/W  
        Rconv_base_hot = 1/(h_hot*Ab/Nnodes) !K/W  
        Rconv_eq_hot =    (Rconv_fin_hot*Rconv_base_hot)/(Rconv_fin_hot+Rconv_base_hot) !K/W  
        Rhot = Rconv_eq_hot + Rcond_base_hot+ Rcont_hot  
  
        !S calculation for TEM (V/K)  
        S1 = 0.0133450  
        S2 = -0.0000537574  
        S3 = 0.000000742731  
        S4 = -0.00000000127141  
          
        SMTh = S1*(Tp_hot+273.15)  + S2*(Tp_hot+273.15)**2/2 + S3*(Tp_hot+273.15)**3/3 + S4*(Tp_hot+273.15)**4/4  
        SMTc = S1*(Tp_cold+273.15)  + S2*(Tp_cold+273.15)**2/2 + S3*(Tp_cold+273.15)**3/3 + S4*(Tp_cold+273.15)**4/4  
  
        SM = Nnew / 71 * (SMTh - SMTc)/(Tp_hot-Tp_cold)  
        S = SM  
          
        !R calculation for TEM (ohms)  
        R1 = 2.08317  
        R2 = -0.0198763  
        R3 = 0.0000853832  
        R4 = -0.0000000903143  
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        RMTh = R1*(Tp_hot+273.15)  + R2*(Tp_hot+273.15)**2/2 + R3*(Tp_hot+273.15)**3/3 + R4*(Tp_hot+273.15)**4/4  
        RMTc = R1*(Tp_cold+273.15)  + R2*(Tp_cold+273.15)**2/2 + R3*(Tp_cold+273.15)**3/3 + R4*(Tp_cold+273.15)**4/4  
  
        RM = 6 / Inew * Nnew / 71 * (RMTh - RMTc)/(Tp_hot-Tp_cold)  
        Relec = RM  
          
        !K calculation for TEM (W/K)  
        K1 = 0.476218  
        K2 = -0.00000389821  
        K3 = -0.00000864864  
        K4 = 0.0000000220869  
          
        KMTh = K1*(Tp_hot+273.15)  + K2*(Tp_hot+273.15)**2/2 + K3*(Tp_hot+273.15)**3/3 + K4*(Tp_hot+273.15)**4/4  
        KMTc = K1*(Tp_cold+273.15)  + K2*(Tp_cold+273.15)**2/2 + K3*(Tp_cold+273.15)**3/3 + K4*(Tp_cold+273.15)**4/4  
  
        KM = Inew/6 * Nnew / 71 * (KMTh - KMTc)/(Tp_hot-Tp_cold)  
        K = KM  
         
        !if unpowered (I=0) 
        if (I .EQ. 0) then 
         
        !calculate UA, NTU, effectiveness, q 
        UA = 1/(Rcold+Rhot+tTEM/(K*ATEM*NTEM)) 
        NTU = UA/cmin 
        eff = 1-exp(NTU**0.22/cr*(exp(-cr*NTU**0.78)-1)) 
        qtotal = eff*cmin*(Tin_cold-Tin_hot) 
         
        !Total heat transfer  
        W = 0 
        Qc_total = -qtotal * NTEM 
        Qh_total = qtotal * NTEM 
         
        !Temperature diff in node  
        dT_cold = -qtotal/ccold 
        dT_hot = qtotal/chot 
    
        !Output temp in node  
        Tout_cold = Tin_cold + dT_cold  
        Tout_hot = Tin_hot + dT_hot 
         
        !Average node temp 
        Tave_cold = (Tin_cold + Tout_cold)/2  
        Tave_hot = (Tin_hot + Tout_hot)/2  
     
         !Plate temp calculation to check convergance 
        Tplate_cold = Tave_cold + Qc_total*(Rcold) 
        Tplate_hot = Tave_hot + Qh_total*(Rhot) 
        
        !if powered 
        elseif (I .GT. 0) then 
         
        !TEM heat transfer rates for cooled and heated sides  
        Qc = S*I*(Tp_cold+273.15)-0.5*I*I*Relec-K*(Tp_hot-Tp_cold) !W  
        Qh = S*I*(Tp_hot+273.15)+0.5*I*I*Relec-K*(Tp_hot-Tp_cold) !W  
        !Heat transfer from different terms   
        Seebeck = S*I*(Tp_hot+273.15)  
        Joule = 0.5*I*I*Relec  
        Cond = -K*(Tp_hot-Tp_cold)  
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        !Total heat transfer  
        Qc_total = -Qc * NTEM  
        Qh_total = Qh * NTEM  
        !Elec work put into TEMS  
        W = Qh_total + Qc_total  
  
        !Temperature diff in node  
        dT_cold = Qc_total/mdotcold/cpcold  
        dT_hot = Qh_total/mdothot/cphot  
 
       !Check if sensible 
       if (check .NE. 1 .and. qratio .LT. 0.1 .and. qratio .GT. -0.1) then 
       !Output temp in node  
       Tout_cold = Tin_cold + dT_cold 
        !Average node temp  
       Tave_cold = (Tin_cold + Tout_cold)/2  
        !Plate temp calculation to converge  
       Tplate_cold = Tave_cold + Qc_total*(Rcold) 
       end if 
     
        !Output temp in node  
        Tout_cold = Tin_cold + dT_cold   
        Tout_hot = Tin_hot + dT_hot  
          
        !Average node temp  
        Tave_cold = (Tin_cold + Tout_cold)/2   
        Tave_hot = (Tin_hot + Tout_hot)/2   
      
        !Plate temp calculation to converge  
        Tplate_cold = Tave_cold + Qc_total*(Rcold)  
        Tplate_hot = Tave_hot + Qh_total*(Rhot)  
        End if 
 
        check = 0 
        !If Tout cold is less than dew point, and dT is negative, and plate temperatures have come close to converging 
        if (Tout_cold .LT. Tdew .and. dT_cold<0 .and. ABS(Tplate_hot-Tp_hot)<0.1) then 
        !If qratio is set at 0, and inlet temp is greater than dew point 
          if (qratio .LT. 0.1 .and. qratio .GT. -0.1 .and. Tin_cold>Tdew) then 
        !Set Tout cold to halfway between dew point and itself 
          Tout_cold = (Tdew + Tout_cold)/2 
        !Set qratio to greater magnitude than Qctotal 
          qratio = Qc_total - 1 
         ENDIF 
            check = 1 
            
        !Keep iterating while absolute difference of values is greater than 0.05 
        do WHILE (abs((abs(qratio)-abs(Qc_total))) > 0.05) 
        !Set to 0 
        deltaH = 0 
          
       !Increase value of Toutcold if absolute value of qratio is greater than Qctotal (decrease value of deltaT) 
        if(abs(qratio)-abs(Qc_total) > 0) then 
       Tout_cold = Tout_cold + 0.001    
         
       !Decrease value of Toutcold if absolute value of qratio is greater than Qctotal (increase value of deltaT) 
       elseif(abs(qratio)-abs(Qc_total) < 0) then 
       Tout_cold = Tout_cold - 0.001   
       endif 
         !Set ambient pressure 
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                 pamb = 101325 
      
 !If inlet temp greater than dew point 
     if (Tin_cold .GT. 7.66) then 
 !Humidity ratio constant 
     HR1 = 0.0065 
     hdry1 = 1.006*Tin_cold 
     hw1 = 1.86*Tin_cold+2501 
 !Calculate inlet enthalpy 
     ha1 = hdry1+HR1*hw1 
      
 !If inlet temperature less than dew point 
     elseif (Tin_cold .LT. 7.66) then 
     Tk1 = Tin_cold + 273.15 
     pv1 = exp(77.345+0.0057*Tk1-7235/Tk1)/Tk1**8.2 
 !Relative humidity at 100% 
     HR1 = 0.622*pv1/(pamb-pv1) 
     hdry1 = 1.006*Tin_cold 
     hw1 = 1.86*Tin_cold+2501 
 !Calculate inlet enthalpy 
     ha1 = hdry1+HR1*hw1 
     end if 
      
 !Calculate outlet enthalpy 
     Tk2 = Tout_cold + 273.15 
     pv2 = exp(77.345+0.0057*Tk2-7235/Tk2)/Tk2**8.2 
     HR2 = 0.622*pv2/(pamb-pv2) 
     hdry2 = 1.006*Tout_cold 
     hw2 = 1.86*Tout_cold+2501 
     ha2 = hdry2+HR2*hw2 
         
 !Change in enthalpy 
     deltaH = ha2 - ha1 
 !Calculate total heat transfer 
     qratio = mdotcold*deltaH*1000 
 !Calculate sensible amount of heat 
     qratio = mdotcold*deltaH*1000 
 !Calculate new average temperature, temp change 
     Tave_cold = (Tin_cold + Tout_cold)/2  
 dT_cold = (Tout_cold-Tin_cold) 
 !Recalculate Tplate_cold 
 Tplate_cold = Tave_cold + qsens*Rcold 
     end if          
 
        !if elec work < 0, then turn off applied current for node (negative elec work not possible)  
         if (W<0 .and. ABS(Tplate_cold-Tp_cold)<0.01 .and. ABS(Tplate_hot-Tp_hot)<0.01) then  
                 Icounthold = 0  
                 Tplate_cold = Tplate_cold - 0.1  
                Tplate_hot = Tplate_hot - 0.1  
        ENDIF  
          
    End DO  
   
    !Store node outlet temp as next node inlet temp  
    TempCArray(N+1,M) = Tout_cold  
    TempHArray(N,M+1)  = Tout_hot  
      
    !Store values for analysis  
    WArray(N,M) = W  
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    QCArray(N,M) = Qc_total  
    QHArray(N,M) = Qh_total  
    COPArray(N,M) = Qh_total/W  
    SeebeckArray(N,M) = Seebeck  
    JouleArray(N,M) = Joule  
    CondArray(N,M) = Cond  
    dTArray(N,M) = Tp_hot-Tp_cold  
    TpArray(N,M) = Tp_hot  
  
End DO  
End DO  
  
!Temp differences across TEM channels, average temperature of TEM channels  
  
deltaTcold = ((TempCArray(N+1,1)+TempCArray(N+1,M))/2-TempCArray(1,1))  
deltaThot = ((TempHArray(1,M+1) + TempHArray(N,M+1))/2-TempHArray(1,1))  
Tavestreamcold = ((TempCArray(N+1,1)+TempCArray(N+1,M))/2+TempCArray(1,1))/2  
Tavestreamhot = ((TempHArray(1,M+1) + TempHArray(N,M+1))/2+TempHArray(1,1))/2  
  
!Sum arrays to get total values  
TotQh = sum(QHArray)  
TotW =  sum(WArray)  
TotS =  sum(SeebeckArray)  
TotJ =  sum(JouleArray)  
TotC =  sum(CondArray)  
dTave = sum(dTArray)/Nnodes  
Tpave = sum(TpArray)/Nnodes  
  
        !Calculate fan power for HRV HX  
        !xplus term  
        xpluscold1 = lf/(Dh*Re_cold1)  
        xplushot1 = lf/(Dh*Re_hot1)  
         
        fRe1 = 24-32.53*beta+46.72*beta**2-40.83*beta**3+22.96*beta**4-6.09*beta**5  
          
        !Apparent friction factor  
        fappcold1 = sqrt((3.44/sqrt(xpluscold1))**2+fRe1**2)/Re_cold1  
        fapphot1 = sqrt((3.44/sqrt(xplushot1))**2+fRe1**2)/Re_hot1  
        !Pressure drops  
        deltaPcold1 = ((fappcold1*2*Nf*(2*hf*lf+b*lf))/(hf*wtotal)+Kc+Ke)*(0.5*rho_cold1*Uinf_cold1**2)  
        deltaPhot1 = ((fapphot1*2*Nf*(2*hf*lf+b*lf))/(hf*wtotal)+Kc+Ke)*(0.5*rho_hot1*Uinf_hot1**2)  
        !Fan power  
        fanPcold1 = flownominal *deltaPcold1 / nfan  
        fanPhot1 = flownominal * deltaPhot1 / nfan  
        fanPtotal1 = fanPcold1+fanPhot1  
          
            !Calculate air properties from average TEM HX streams  
            !Supply TEM stream  
            if (Tavestreamhot<=-5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_minus10  
            cphot = cp_minus10  
            nuhot = nu_minus10  
            kair_hot = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamhot>-5 .and. Tavestreamhot<=2.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_0  
            cphot = cp_0  
            nuhot = nu_0  
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            kair_hot = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamhot>2.5 .and. Tavestreamhot<=7.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_5  
            cphot = cp_5  
            nuhot = nu_5  
            kair_hot = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamhot>7.5 .and. Tavestreamhot<=12.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_10  
            cphot = cp_10  
            nuhot = nu_10  
            kair_hot = kair_10  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamhot>12.5 .and. Tavestreamhot<=17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_15  
            cphot = cp_15  
            nuhot = nu_15  
            kair_hot = kair_15  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamhot>17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_20  
            cphot = cp_20  
            nuhot = nu_20  
            kair_hot = kair_20  
            end if  
              
            !Exhaust TEM stream  
            if (Tavestreamcold<=-5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_minus10  
            cphot = cp_minus10  
            nuhot = nu_minus10  
            kair_hot = kair_minus10  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamcold>-5 .and. Tavestreamcold<=2.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_0  
            cphot = cp_0  
            nuhot = nu_0  
            kair_hot = kair_0  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamcold>2.5 .and. Tavestreamcold<=7.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_5  
            cphot = cp_5  
            nuhot = nu_5  
            kair_hot = kair_5  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamcold>7.5 .and. Tavestreamcold<=12.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_10  
            cphot = cp_10  
            nuhot = nu_10  
            kair_hot = kair_10  
              
            elseif (Tavestreamcold>12.5 .and. Tavestreamcold<=17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_15  
            cphot = cp_15  
            nuhot = nu_15  
            kair_hot = kair_15  
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            elseif (Tavestreamcold>17.5) then  
            rho_hot = rho_20  
            cphot = cp_20  
            nuhot = nu_20  
            kair_hot = kair_20  
            end if  
          
            !Mass flowrate, Prandtl, Reynolds number calcs again  
            mdotcoldf = flowcold*rho_cold !kg/s  
            mdothotf = flowhot*rho_hot !kg/s  
            Pr_cold = nucold*cpcold/kair_cold  
            Pr_hot = nuhot*cphot/kair_hot  
            Re_cold = rho_cold*Uinf_cold*Dh/nucold  
            Re_hot = rho_hot*Uinf_hot*Dh/nuhot  
          
        !Calculate fan power for TEM HX stream  
          
            !x plus term  
            xpluscold = lf/(Dh*Re_cold)  
            xplushot = lf/(Dh*Re_hot)  
         
            fRe = 24-32.53*beta+46.72*beta**2-40.83*beta**3+22.96*beta**4-6.09*beta**5  
              
            !Apparent friction factor  
            fappcold = sqrt((3.44/sqrt(xpluscold))**2+fRe**2)/Re_cold  
            fapphot = sqrt((3.44/sqrt(xplushot))**2+fRe**2)/Re_hot  
            !Pressure drop  
            deltaPcold = ((fappcold*2*Nf*(2*hf*lf+b*lf))/(hf*wtotal)+Kc+Ke)*(0.5*rho_cold*Uinf_cold**2)  
            deltaPhot = ((fapphot*2*Nf*(2*hf*lf+b*lf))/(hf*wtotal)+Kc+Ke)*(0.5*rho_hot*Uinf_hot**2)  
            !Fan power  
            fanPcold = flownominal *deltaPcold / nfan  
            fanPhot = flownominal *deltaPhot / nfan  
            fanPtotal = fanPcold+fanPhot  
  
        !Calculate cmin and min flow  
        if (mdothotf>mdotcoldf) then  
        minflow = mdotcoldf  
        cmin = cpcold  
        else  
        minflow = mdothotf  
        cmin = cphot  
        end if  
          
        !Average supply temperature entering house  
        Tintake_inside = (TempHArray(1,M+1) + TempHArray(N,M+1))/2  
        !Average exhaust temperature from TEM HX side entering HRV  
        Toutcold_into_HRV = (TempCArray(N+1,1)+TempCArray(N+1,M))/2  
          
        !Total fan power  
        Pbothsides = fanPtotal + fanPtotal1  
        !Total COP calculation  
        COP = (TotQh)/(TotW+fanPtotal)  
        !SRE Calculation  
        SRE = (mdothotf*cphot*(Tintake_inside-Tin_hot1)-fanPhot-fanPhot1) / (minflow*cmin*(TempC(1)-
Tin_hot1)+fanPcold+fanPcold1+TotW)  
End DO  
  
!Print for data collection  
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print*,Tin_hot1,TempC(1),Tout_hotN,Tin_cold1,Tintake_inside,I,TotQh,TotW,fanPtotal,deltaThot,TotS,TotJ,TotC,dTave,qtotal1,
COP,SRE  
  
End DO  
  
  
!Humidity Variables  
  
!Saturation pressures  
pvs_0 = 611.65 !Pa, at 0C   
pvs_10 = 1228.2 !Pa, at 10C  
pvs_20 = 2339.3 !Pa, at 20C  
  
!Relative humidities and inlet pressures  
RHin_hot = 0.5 !50%, specify  
RHin_cold = 0.5 !50%, specify  
pin_hot = 101325 !101325 Pa, specify  
pin_cold = 101325 !101325 Pa, specify   
  
!Outlet pressures  
pout_hot = 101325 !101325 Pa, specify  
pout_cold = 101325 !101325 Pa, specify   
  
!Latent heat of vap  
hwe = -2454 !kJ/kg  
  
!Heated side humidity  
  
!Inlet humidity ratio  
win_hot = (0.622*RHin_hot*pvs_0)/(pin_hot-RHin_hot*pvs_0)  
!Dry air mass flow rate  
mdotdry_hot = mdothot/(1+win_hot)  
!Sensible heat  
qs_hot = mdothot*cphot*((TempHArray(1,M+1) + TempHArray(N,M+1))/2-TempHArray(1,1))  
!Outlet humidity ratio  
wout_hot = (sum(QHArray)/N-qs_hot)/(hwe*1000*flowrate_hot) + win_hot  
!Outlet relative humidity  
RHout_hot = (wout_hot*pout_hot)/((0.622+wout_hot)*pvs_10)  
  
!Cooled Side Humidity  
!Same calculations  
win_cold = (0.622*RHin_cold*pvs_20)/(pin_cold-RHin_cold*pvs_20)  
mdotdry_cold = mdotcold/(1+win_cold)  
qs_cold = mdotcold*cpcold*((TempCArray(N+1,1)+TempCArray(N+1,M))/2-TempCArray(1,1))  
wout_cold = (sum(QCArray)/N-qs_cold)/(hwe*1000*flowrate_cold) + win_cold  
RHout_cold = (wout_cold*pout_cold)/((0.622+wout_cold)*pvs_10)  
  
End  
  
  

 
 


